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PUBLISHER’S NOTE.

Language fails me when I think of asking the indulgence
of the expectant readers, and the learned translator and com-
mentator of this work, to pardon the unpardonable delay in

bringing out this book.

Unusual delays are always ascribable to unusual causes.

I am not a publisher either by choice, or by profession. The
responsibility has been forced upon me by circumstances

;

and nobody realises more severely and sorely than I do, how
very unfitted I am for the discharge of the duties expected of

a publisher.

My explanation, good, bad, or indifferent, is that in

March 1921) I accepted a Judgeship in the High Court
at Bikaner, Rajputana, and it was only during the intervals

of leisure that I could attend to the revision and proof-passing

of Niyamsara. I resigned the post on the 80th September
1930, returned to Lucknow in October, and in November
Dr. Sir Moti Sagar, Kt., LL.D., who had been my inti-

mate friend since early boyhood, suddenly died at Lahore,
and having been invited to take up the legal work pending
in his office I felt compelled to accept the task. The ex-

tremely complicated and highly responsible nature of the work
left me little time for anything else. The holidays in this

month have enabled me to return to Ajitashram and to pen
this note.

For such mistakes, inaccuracies and omissions, also, as

may have escaped detection I have to crave the indulgence of
the generous readers, and the author.

1 cannot conclude this note without placing on record
my gratitude to Jaina-Dharma-Bhushan Brahmachari Sitai

Prasada Ji, who has helped me constantly with advice, sug-
gestions, and general assistance, in ail details, great or small,

relating to the publication of this, the 9th volume of the Sacred
Books of the Jainas.

Ajitashram, Lucknow,

The SUt May 1981,

AJIT PRASADA,

Advocate, Lucknow.
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INTRODUCTION.

Niyamsarn. is ono of the most renowned Adhyatraic works of Shfi

Knud Kundn Acharyu. He was the preceptor of Shri Uma Swami,

the renowned author of Shri Tatwarlha Dhigama Siitra.

The Sanskrit commentary of Niyamsara was written by Shri

Padma Prabha Mnldhari Deva, who appears to have lived about 1000

A. D. lie was precedod by Shri Amrit Chandra Acharya, who wrote

Sanskiit commentaries on Pnnchaslihnya, Pravachansara and Sama-

yasnra, the great monument it works on Jaina metaphysics by Shri

Kund Kunda Aelmrya. P.idnn Prabha has frequently quoted and

referred to ‘•omt* of the \ erses of Amrit Chandra in his commentary

on Niynms.u.i.

In 1912 i lucid Commentary with learned explanatory notes was

written in Hindi by Jaina. l)lv vrnrn Blmshan Brahmachari Sital

Piasadaji. No other Commentary in Hindi is available.

In 1928, the said Brahmachari ji, at the request of the local

Jain.is passed the rainy season at Rohtak and stayed there from the

301 h June to the 12th November. It was through his kind persua-

tion and encourugomenl, that the English translation of this work

was undertaken and finished by me. The translation and commenta-

ries were written under direct and immediate supervision of Brahma*

chariji.

The treatise is named Niyams'ira, because it deals with the path

of liberation, which is Right Belief, Right Knowledge and Right

Conduct, the three jewels of faith combined. The word Niyama

literally means, “ rule or law,” and Sara means “ the right.”

Niyanulira thus signifies the Right Rule, i. e., the true and indispens-

able law for the attainment of liberation.

The sole object and the whole gist of this treatise is to show

that the all-pure, all-conscious, all-blissful and self-absorbed soul

alone is the Siddha, a perfect soul. If a soul is in bondage with

karmic matter, i. e., if it has any connection, whatsoever, with tho

Non-Soul, it is imperfect, and under delusion. It is imperfection or
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delusion which is accountable for the continuance of transmigration**

and experiences of pain and pleasure. In order to obtain liberation*

perfection, eternal beautitude, a soul must get rid of all connection

with the Non-self. When this connection with the Non-self is com-

pletely severed, Siddha-pada, Perfection, is attained.

Right Belief, Right Knowledge, and Right Conduct have been

dealt with, from two points of view, the real and the practical.

The real is the only sure and direct path
;
while the practical is

an auxiliary cause to the attainment of the real. Real path of libera-

tion is absorption in the self.

Attachment and aversion, which include all passionate thought

activities, arc the main cause of karmic bondage, while non-attach-

ment, or pure thought activity leads to freedom from bondage.

1. Practical Right Belief is a true and firm belief in Apta, the

all-accomplished, all-knowing, source of all knowledge, in the Agama.

the Scripture, the written discourse, which first flowed from the omni-

scient, and in the Tattvas, the principles or categories.

The Apia must have three special characteristics :

—

(a) Freedom from all defects such as hunger, fear, anger,

delusion, (b ) Omniscience and (r) non-volitionnl propagation of

truth. Such are the Arhats, the adorable Lords, of whom the most

prominent are the twenty-four Tirthaukaras.

Agama is the scripture composed by the highly learned and spiri-

tually advanced saints from discourses which flowed from the Arhats.

These scriptures arc faultless aud free from the flaw of inconsis-

tency.

Tattvas, the principles categories or substances are seven, (1)

Jiva, soul, (*) Ajiva, non-soul, (:3) Asrava, inflow, (4) Bandha bondage,

(5) Samvara, the check of inflow, (6) Nirjara the shedding of previous-

ly bound up Kurinas, and (7) Moksha, liberation from all Karmic
contact.

All that exists is included in one or other of the two principles,

soul and non-soul. While a man is alive, it is the soul in his body
which perceives and knows all objects ; A body without soul is in-

capable of perceiving or knowing anything. Material objects such
i s a pen, tabic or chair cau not feel or know anything. They are
unions, ions or inamiuale substances.
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I. The soul. It is the only conscious substance. Looked at

from the real point of view even a mundane soul is pure, peaceful,

all-knowing and all-blissful ; It is potentially so. From the prac-

tical point of view such a soul experiences various kinds of pain and

pleasure in different conditions of life.

II. The Non-soul. It comprises the other five real and inde-

pendent substances, which, taken together with the soul, make up

the six (Dravyas) substances.

(1) (Pudgala) “matter” is the most prominent, and plays a very

important part in the amphitheatre of the universe. The special attri-

butes of matter-substance (pudgala) are touch, taste, smell, and

colour. It exists either in the form of atoms or of molecules. Only

gross molecules are cognizable by the senses ; fine, electric and karmic

molecules which compose the electric and the karmic bodies of all

mundane souls arc not cognizable by the senses.

(Si) Dharma Dravya. “ Medium of motion ” is a single, imma-

terial substance, pervading throughout the whole of the universe.

It is essentially an auxiliary cause of motion for soul and matter.

(:J) Adharma Dravya. “ Medium of rest ” is also a single im-

material substance, pervading throughout the whole universe. It is

also no essentially auxiliary cause of rest for soul and matter.

(i) A’Hthi Drivya. “Spue” is a single infinite immaterial

substance. Its function ia to give place to all substances.

(5) Kfila Dravya “Time'’ is an immaterial substance. It is

an auxiliary cause of bringing about modifications in all substances.

Ill & IV. “ Inflow ” (asrava) and “ Bondage (Bandha).”

Every mundane soul has a karmic body, formed of karmic mole-

cules. The universe is full of karmic molecules. Inflow of these

molecules towards the soul, caused by its own vibratory activities,

through mind, speech, and body, is called asrava. When these mole-

cules are so attracted towards the soul, they are assimilated in the

existing karmic body. The causes of assimilation or bondage are the

soul’s vibratory activities and passions. This process is known as bandha

(bondage). The processes of Inflow and Bondage of Karmic matter go

on simultaneously. The main auxiliary causes of both of them are :

—

() Wrong belief (Mithyatva).

() Vow-lessness (Avirati).
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c

) Passions (Kashaya).

(d) Soul’s vibratory activities (Yoga).

V. Samvara. “ Checking of Inflow ” and “ Bondage of Kar-

mic” molecules, is called Samvara (Stoppage).

The main auxiliary causes of stopping the inflow and bondage of

karmic molecules are :

—

(a) Right belief.

(b) Observance of vows.

(c) Passionlessness.

(d) Restraint of soul’s vibratory activities.

VI. Nirjnrii. “The shedding of karmas” already bound with a

soul, at maturity, or prematurely, is called Nirjara. The premature

shedding of karmas is caused by pure thought-activities, brought

about by the practice of right kind of austerities. The shedding on

maturity is a natural and automatic process.

Moksha. “ Liberation ” is freedom from all karmic matter as a

result of the non-cxistcncc of the cause of bondage and the shedding

off of all karmas previously hound. It is the state of a Siddha, the

condition of perfection.

Continuous devotion to Apta, study of the scriptures, and medita-

tion of the seven principles, cause the subsidence of wrong belief

(mithyatva) and of the four error-feeding passions (ananfinubandhi

kashaya) and as a consequence the real right belief which is an

attribute of the soul, shines forth in its true splendour. At this

stage the right believer is fully convinced of the true and pure nature

of his own soul, and this is Real Right belief.

RIGHT KNOWLEDGE.

I. Practical Right Knowledge is the acquisition of the detailed

knowledge of all the seven principles explained above, with the help

of the Jaina scriptures. This Ilight-knowlcdge must be free from

three main defects (a) doubt (Samashaya), (b) Perversity (Viparyaya)

and (r) Indefiniteness (anadhyavas&ya). It reveals the complete and
precise nature of things.

II. Real Right knowledge is to know the true and real nature

of the soul as quite distinct from all other non-soul substances.

Constant contemplation of, and unflinching devotion to, the sub-

ject matter of practical right knowledge is as auxiliary cause to the

attainment of Real Right Knowledge.
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RIGHT CONDUCT.

A right believer, who has fully realised the true and real nature

of his own soul, and is bent upon getting rid of the karmic filth

which is in bondage with his sou], tries to follow Right Conduct.

His main object in doing so, is to be free from attachment and

aversion, and from all impure thought-activities and to attain the

condition of equanimity.

Practical right conduct consists in observing the following five

vows:—

(a) Ahimsa ... refraining from doing injury.

(

b

) Satya ... refraining from falsehood.

(f) Asteya ... refraining from theft.

(d

)

Brahmacharya ... Chastity, purity.

(e) Aparigraha ... Non-attachment.

This practical right conduct can be observed either partially or

fully. Laymen observe it partially, while those who observe it fully are

saints. Partial observance is merely a stepping stone to the conduct

of a saint, without following which it is not possible to advance spiri-

tually and to ultimately liberate the soul from karmic bondage.

A layman is required to follow the seven supplementary vows

also, as they arc helpful in the proper observance of the first five.

Out of these seven, the following three are called Gunavratas

(multiplicative vows) because they raise the value of the five vows

multifold.

Dig-Vrata, a life-long vow to limit worldly activities to fixed

points in all the 10 directions, North, South, East, West, North-east,

North-west, South-east, South-west, above and below.

Desha-Vrata, a vow to limit wordly activity for a fixed period

“ only.”

Anartha-Danda Vrata. Taking a vow not to commit purpose*

less sin. It is of five kinds :

—

(a) Apa-Dhyana, thinking ill of others.

(b) Papodesha, Preaching evil of others.

(c) Pramada-charya. Inconsiderate conduct, such as uselessly

breakiug the boughs of trees.

(d) Himsa-dan, preparing or supplying instruments of attack.

(e) Dushruti, Reading or listening to improper literature.
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The remaining four are the following Shiksha Vratas or discipli-

narjr vows; so called because they are preparatory to the discipline

of an ascetic’s life:-—

S&raSyika:—Taking a vow to devote a fixed period every day,

once, twice, or three times, at sunrise, sunset anti noon to the contem-

plation of the self for spiritual advancement.

Proshadhopvtisn. Taking a vow to fast on four days of the month,
». the two Ashtainis and the two Chaturdnshis,

Bhogopobhoga Parimann. Taking a vow every day to limit

one’s enjoyment of consume ible and non-cunsumcable things.

Atitlii-Samvibhaga. Taking a vow to take one’s food only after

feeding ascetics or others, with a part of it.

The following eleven stages of spiritual progress have been laid

down for a layman.

1. Darshana Pratim\. A layman who entertains right belief,

and follows the five main vows to a limited extent is classed in this

stage.

2. Vrata-Pratima. In this stage he observes the five main vows
to a limited extent (anuvrat ts), without transgression and follows the
seven supplementary vows.

3. Samuyika Pratimu. In this stage he practises faultless con-
templation regularly, three times, in the morning, at midday and in

the evening, at least for about 48 minutes every time.

4. Proshadhopavfisa PratiraS. In this stage, he observes a fast
faultlessly, on the 8th and 14th days of the fortnight.

5. Sachitta Tyaga Prat inn. In this stage he does not take
animate water and vegetable, etc.

6 . Ratri-Bhukta Tyaga PratimS. Hc does not take or give food
or drink at night.

7. Brahmncharya Pratimi. He gives up sexual intercourse
even with bis wife.

8. Arambha Tyiiga Pratimil. He gives up all profession and
all means of earning money and all wordly occupations.

9. Parigraha-Tyhga Pratimu. He gives up all desire for objects
of the world and abandons all property except very few limited
numbet of clothes and utensils.
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10. Anumati-Tyflga Pratiraa. He would not even offer advice

on any worldly matter.

11. Uddishta-Tyaga Pratima. In this stage he would not

accept food which is prepared particularly for him. He will only

accept food which is respectfully offered by a house-holder at the

time when he goes out for food. One following the discipline of this

stage may be—

(a) Kshullaka, who keeps a small sheet of cloth not sufficiently

long to cover his whole body and a small loin cloth (langoti), and

dines in a dish, or

{b) Ailakn, who wears only a small loin-cloth (langoti) and dines

off his hands.

They both carry a bowl of water for cleaning the body and

peacock-featbcrs brush for harmlessly removing insects.

Every Jaina house-holder is ordinarily required to perform the

following six daily duties.

1. Dcva-Puja. Worship of the Arhats, the adornbles.

2. Guru Him k Li. Deletion to the gurus or preceptor-saints.

3. Siadhyaya. Study of the scriptures.

4. Sainyaijia. Control of the five senses and the mind. In

practising Samyama, it is necesoary to renounce certain objects of

enjoyments with the idea of self-control.

5. Tapa. Austeriliis such as meditating upon the nature of

soul, every morning and evening, for a fixed time.

6. Dana or Charity. Giving of {a) food, (6) knowledge, (c)

medicine, or. (d) protection.

As soon as an Ailaka is able to subdue his pnssions, and regards

himself as above passion and emotion, like an infant he discards that

small langoti also, becomes a nirgranlha, a naked saint, without any

possession, whatsoever, except the bowl for carrying water, for clean-

ing, but not bathing the body and the peacock feathers brush for

carefully removing insects. He may keep scriptures as well for

daily study.

A saint while observing the five great vows fully and without

any transmigration, has to observe the following eight rules of Con-

duct also :

—

I. Five kinds of caution, (Samiti).
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() Iryft Samiti Proper care in walking.

() Bhasha Samiti, propor care in speaking.

(c) Eshn4 Samiti, proper care in eating.

(d) AdWi-Nikshepa Samiti, Proper care in lifting and plac-

ing the bowl, etc.

(e) Utsarga Samiti, proper care while attending calls of

nature.

II. Three kinds of Restrain! (Gupfci), (a) of mind, (b) of word,

(c) of body.

These eight rules of conduct taken together with the five vows

make the thirteen rules of practical right conduct laid down for a saint.

In dealing with the si\ essential duties from the real point of

view, the author has used the word Avashyaka in its etymological

sense. Avasha, means independent; and Avashy&ka Karma means in-

dependent action. Independent action signifies Live idea that the soul

of a saint in meditation, is not dependent upon any oilier thought

activity except its own pure and real nature. This is only possible in

the condition of self-absorption, when a saint is free from all foreign

thought activities.

From the practical point of view, they may be briefly described

as follows :

—

1. Pratikramana; Ropontcuco means the statement of the sins

and transgressions committed by a saint, during the* performance of

his daily routine; and making penance for them.

2. Pralyakayana. Renunciation means resolving to avoid par-

ticular thought-activities and actions in future, which tend to disturb

the performance of essential duties.

8. Stuli or Praising and

4. Vandana prostration to the worshipful saints. They arc both

aspects of Devotion which are practised with tho object of getting rid

of impure thought activities.

5. S&miyika or Equanimity. In practising Siiroiiyika a saint

resorts to some undisturbed solitude, and calmly and cheerfully with-

draws all his thought-activities, and meditates upon his own soul and
its various attributes and modifications.

6. Kayotsarga. Is the relinquishment of attachment to* the
body and all other objects associated with it.
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Nirvftna is the result brought about by the practice of self-absorp*

tkm, which is the combination of Real Right belief, Real Right Know*

ledge and Real Right Conduct.

In the condition of Nirvana the soul retains its own pure and real

thought-activities only, and enjoys its own natural and eternal bliss.

I cannot conclude this introduction without first expressing my
deep sense of gratitude to the late Mr. J. L. Jaini, whose erudite and

learned commentaries on Tattw&rthii Dhigama Sutra and Gom-
matsSra have been freely utilized and referred to, as occasion demanded.

ROHTAK

:

The 6th November 1988. UGGAR SAIN.
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lliffiawi! Bug WflWg'l4 I

vNiifi* ftpnmit it \ «

Hf*t Isnr 4ii «Rswsrii«cw^ww»^ i

ft*nreu n ? u

1. Bowing to Vira Jina, who, by nature is the possessor

of infinite and supreme knowledge and conation
; I shall

compose Niyaraa-Sdru, preached by Kevalis and the Shruta

Kevalis.

Commentary.

In this githa, Shri Kunda-Kunda AchSrya, who lived in the

first century of the Vikrama Era, renders homage to the last of the

twenty-four Tirthankaras, Lord Mahavira. also called Vira, and

enshrines Him in his heart for the purification of his thoughts ; so

that he may be able to fulfil his undertaking successfully. Further,

the Achfirya expresses it emphatically that whatever he will write

will not be his own independent teaching, but will be fully based

upon the authoritative pronouncement of Kevalis and Shruta*

Kevalis.
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Kevalis are those Omniscient Supreme souIb, who still occupy

a highly refined physical body, but are free from the four destruc-

tive Gh&tiya Karmas, and whose “ perfect” (Keval) knowledge is

full, all-pervasive, and independent of senses, and comprehends

all-at-once without effort, the whole manifested and unmanifested

universe, with all its past and future modifications.

Shruta-Kevalis are those saints who have obtained perfect

knowledge of all the Scriptures.

*FT<K$rrrt wmn<{ i

1?# ft? II H II

«nii wrlrarfafo fjfW ftnrerraW tmrenmn I

«r»ff JTi^’i'Tn: ran II * II

2. In the Jaina Scriptures, the Path and the Fruit of the

Path are described as the two parts. The means of libera-

tion constitute the Path, and liberation is the Fruit.

Commentary.

The Path of Liberation is the combination of Right-belief,

Right knowledge and Right-conduct,—the three jewels of Jainism.

Following this path a soul reaches its ultimate goal, Nirvfina.

Nirv&na is the condition of the soul when it is free from all karmic

dirt and regains its own pure inherent nature. Then it is all-bliss-

ful, all-knowing, all-powerful, ever-lasting, having accomplished

all that was to be accomplished.

vfiki^ wMj n \ n

ftqrCR ^ ST f^PTRT I

It l II

3. What is in reality worth doing (is) Niyama, and that

is belief, knowledge, conduct. In order to avoid deflection

the word Sara has been particularly affixed to it

Commentary.

The combination of Right belief, Right knowledge and Right
conduct is the true Path of liberation. This is an eternal and
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universal law for the purification of Soul and is called Niyama.

The word Sfira affixed to the word Niyama emphasises its perfec-

tion. The name of the book Niyamas&ra is thus literally true.

ftpid dftsswmr aw 'sd i

iftftr ftrat ft v isia'waw d| u a 11

'ew ’HEft irufWirat. I

>mi wwwfa * nttarow Krsrfir n * 11

4. Niyama (is) the way to liberation ; its fruit is supreme

Nirvana. Each of these three, is again described.

qfTOHft hwr |

*rrm»r*raT*RT s***c*n I

sqtmrmmp*: ttk^vai II * II

6. Belief in the Perfect Souls, the Scriptures and the

Principles is Right Belief.

He who is free from all defects and is possessed of all

(pure) attributes is the supreme source.

Commentary.

In order to find out truth, one must have recourse to true

scriptures. True scriptures are only those, which are based upon

the preachings of a Supreme being, who is free from all passion

and is Omniscient. All other Scriptures must necessarily be incom-

plete, and misleading. Truth can only be known to and published

by, one who knows all that exists, with all possible modifications,

past and future, at one and the same time. One who has likes and

dislikes, one who can curse or bless, one who can reward or punish,

has limitations, is hence imperfect and cannot be Omniscient, the

source of knowledge.

ggaggdlsdd) mft did War aw gsnfof t

^ nd tf ftftgvftryt i> * u

*nft w* estyy i

$r*t wd ii \ it
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0 . (The delects ate) hunger, thirst, fear, anger, attach*

ment, delusion, anxiety, old age, disease, death, perspiration,

fatigue, pride, indulgence, surprise, sleep, birth, and restless-

ness.

sftwra i 4fNsrftsft ^ vcom w vs w

st *r II \9 II

7. One free from all defects and possessed of sublime

grandeur such as Omniscience is called Parm&tmiSl (the

Highest Soul) or the Perfect One. One who is not such, (is)

not Parmatma.

aw 1

afoflv itoj § ii s n

w gwijpiwi i

wmftftaftcAnaag mftnr urefSa rmnA: lien

8. Words proceeding from his mouth, pure and free

from the flaw of inconsistency are called Agama (scripture.)

In that Agama the principles (Tattvartha) are enunciated.

after qNvnrai ww*hi a tot wrarer i

frapn rft wfiiRT rgifppq«mfi( *rpr n s. a

afters ssjarasrars Wwrf a war arrwaf i

rrwnr? fin nrforms srtsrt3<mf9i arjaro li f n

0. Soul, Matter, medium of motion, medium of rest,

space, (substances) having dimensions, and Time, together

with their various attributes and modifications are said to be

the principles (Tattvartha),

Commentary.

Out of the above Bix realities or substances, called Tattv&rtha,

the first five occupy mdre than one unit of space. Time has no
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dimension. Its innumerable particles (Kalanu) are close-packed in

universal space, but coalesce with one another.

sMt Tfwtimwt ewbft iff i

asiwwftww ii \ o u

sfk TTlftinTIt nu'wt yrsr^si I
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10. Soul is characterised by Upayoga. Upayoga is

towards Darsana or JnAna. Jndna-Upayoga is of two kinds,

Swabhiiva Jnana or Vibhava Jnana.

Commentary.

In Panchfistlk&ya Sa-naya SSra, Volume iii of the Sacred Books

of the Jainas Series, page 15, Professor Chakravarti says that the

term Upayoga is used to denote Darsana and Jn4na. Darsana is per-

ception, and Jnana is knowledge.

In Dravya Samgraha, Volume I of the S. B. J page 9, Mr. Sarat

Chandra Ghoshal says that Upayoga is of two kinds, being connected

with Jnfina, and Darsana. Upayoga is the resultant of conscious-

ness. Roughly, Upayoga may be said to be a sort of inclination

which arises from consciousness. This inclination is either towards

Darsana or towards Jnfina.

Mr. J. L Jaini in his Gommatsara Jiva Kanda, Volume V. of

S. B J. on page 326, translated Upayoga as conscious-attentive-

ness or attention.

The difference between Darsana and Jnfina consists in this, that

in the former the details are not perceived, while in the latter the

details are also known.

Mr. Herbert Warren in his "Jainism” on page 29 says:-*
1

‘Before

we know a thing in a detailed way, there is the stage where we
simply see, hear, or otherwise become conscious of it in a general

way, without going into its ins and outs. We simply know it as

belonging to a class. This is the first stage of knowledge ; it may
be called detall-leBS knowledge or indefinite cognition (Darsana).

If this stage is not experienced there can be no knowledge of the

thing.”

Mr. J. L. Jaini in his Gommatsara Jiva Kanda Volume V. S. B. J.

on page 245, translates Darsana as conation.
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In Webster’s New International Dictionary it is said that con-

ation is present wherever consciousness tends of itself to pass from

one condition to another.

Perception is that act or process of the mind which makes known
an external object; or the faculty by which one has knowledge

through the medium or instrumentality of bodily organs.

Conception is defined in Beeton’s Dictionary, as the simple

apprehension or perception that we have of any object without pro-

ceeding to affirm or deny anything regarding it. In this sense the

word conception would express very nearly the idea conveyed by

the word Darsana as used in Jain Philosophy. In general language

however the word conception as defined in Webster’s Dictionary

signifies that mental act or combination of acts by which an idea

or notion is formed of an absent object of perception, or of a
sensation formerly felt When we see an object with eyes open, we
have a perception of it, when the same object is presented to the

mind, with the eyes shut, in idea only, or in memory, we have a
conception of it.

Cognition is defined as knowledge or certain knowledge as from
personal view or experience.

Of the words cognition, conation, perception, and conception, con-

ception would best convey the sense of the word Darsana, but it

would be liable to mia-interpretation Hence conation is the best

word we can choose to express the idea Darsana is that undiffer-

entiated, detail-less, indefinite, hazy first stage of knowledge,
which always precedes Jnana, which is detailed, definite certain
knowledge of an object.

Swabhfiv a-Jn&na may be translated as natural knowledge, and
Vibhfiva Jnana as non-natural knowledge.

The two are further defined in the next Gathfi.

HfRurrcj fir |

a \\ u
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11-12. Natural knowledge (is) perfect, unassisted by

sense and independent. Non-natural knowledge is of two

kinds.

Right knowledge of four kinds:

—

Sensitive knowledge (Mati Jnrtna),

Scripture knowledge (Shruta Jnana)

Visual knowledge (Avadhi Jndna) and

Mental Knowledge (Mana-paryaya Jn&na), and

Wrong knowledge of three kinds, beginning with sensi-

tive knowledge.

$ OTET5TV ft USTCfifc Wfcjf HUH
ft«n twwwftwwii (jtftwi I

vrfefTJ unit
13. And conation attentiveness (is) of two kinds («. e.,)

natural (Svabhava Darshana), and the opposite of its kind,

non-natural (Vibhava Darshana). That, whieh is perfect,

unassisted by senses and independent, is called Natural.

Commentary.
Knowledge is the Innate attribute of Soul. It is pure and per-

fect. But, on account of the operation on mundane soul of know-

ledge-obscuring Karma, in varying degrees, it is evolved to a

greater or less extent. When knowledge-obscuring Karma is

altogether destroyed, the pure and perfect knowledge shines forth.

This knowledge is the natural knowledge called SvabhSva Jn4na.

As long as a soul is in its mundane condition and is not altogether

free from knowledge-obscuring Karma, its knowledge is impure and

imperfect, and so it is called Vibhfiva Jnfina, non-natural knowledge.

This Vibh&va Jn&na is of two kinds : -Right knowledge and

wrong knowledge Knowledge combined with Right belief is

called Right knowledge. Knowledge combined with wrong belief is

termed wrong knowledge.

Again Right knowledge has been sub-divided into four kinds

(a) Sensitive-knowledge. Knowledge of the self and non-

self by means of the senses and the mind.
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(b) Scriptural-knowledge. Knowledge derived from the

reading or hearing of Scriptures, or through an object

known by Sensitive knowledge.

(c) Visual knowledge. Direct knowledge of matter, in

varying degrees, having reference to the subject

matter (Dravya), space (Kshetra), time (Kfila), and

quality (Bhdva).

(d) Mental knowledge. Direct knowledge of another's

mental activity about matter.

Knowledge, thus, is divided into eight kinds : —
1. Perfect or Natural knowledge.

2. Right Sensitive knowledge.

3. Wrong Sensitive knowledge.

4. Right Scriptural knowledge.

6 Wrong Scriptural knowledge.

6. Right Visual knowledge.

7. Wrong Visual knowledge.

8- Mental knowledge.

farcer* II V* 11

n. Non natural conation is said to be of three kinds i

Ocular (Chakshu Darshana).

Non ocular (Achakshu Darshana) and visual (Avadhi-

Darshana).

Modification (is) of two kinds, irrelative (natural, Sva-

bhiva Parydya) and relative to itself and others (i. e.. Non-

natural, Vlbhiva parydya).

Commentary.
In Ocular conation (Chakshu Darshana,) the object is visible

undefinedly.

In Non-ocolar conation (Achakshu Darshana) the object is un-
definedly tangible to the other four senses and to the (quasi-sense)

mind.

In Visual conation (Avadhi Darshana,) there is direct tangibility

of material substances just preceding their knowledge, without the

assistance of the senses and mind.
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16. Human, Hellish, Sub-human and Celestialconditions

are said to be Non-natural conditions. Conditions free from

miseries arising from the effect of Karmas are termed Natural.

irr^prr j

R

r^tt i
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18-17. Human souls are of two kinds ; born in Work-
region or in Enjoyment region. Hellish souls should be known
to be of seven kinds, because of the regions.

Sub-human souls are said to be of fourteen kinds. Celes-

tial souls (are) of four kinds. Their detailed account should

be known from (the scripture) Loka-Vibhdga.

Commentary.

In the latter half of the 14th and the three gathas following it,

have been described the various modifications of the substance, soul.

Of these modifications, the natural one is the modification in the

pure and liberated condition of the soul. Non-natural modifications

areimpure conditions which arise through the activity of the Karmic
matter.

With reference to the conditions of existence, the Non-natural
modifications are divided into four kinds 5

—

Human, Hellish, Sub-human and Celestial.
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Human souls are of two kinds : -

() Bom in Work-Region. These souls have to work and

to earn their livelihood by following different vocations,

such as military, literary, agricultural and commercial.

() Bom in Enjoyment-Region. These souls live in a condi-

tion of life where there is all enjoyment, without any

work, business or effort.

Hellish Souls. These souls have to stay in one or other of the

seven nether regions, according to the effect of their evil Karmas.

They always have a very bad thought-paint, sense perception and

transformation. There is no enjoyment or pleasure at all. ( Vide

Tatwarthadhigama Sutra, the Sacred Books of the Jainas, Volume

II Chapter III Sutras L to 6).

Sub-human Souls. Excepting the Human, the Hellish and the

Celestial souls, all others from the one-sensed to the five-sensed

living beings, are called sub-human souls or Tiryancha.

They are called Tiryancha, from the word Tiryak, crooked,

because they adopt crooked thought activities. They are in a very

low position as regards their body, enjoyment, etc., have little know-

ledge, and have multifarious grave demerits. The fourteen kinds

of Sub-human Souls referred to in Gatha 17 are as follows

(1) Fine One-sensed ...

)

(21 Gross One-sensed .. Each of these seven may be
(3) ,, Two-sensed -I (I) Developable or

(4) ,, Three-sensed .. y (2) Non-developable,
(5) „ Four-sensed ... I and they are thus divided
(6) Irrational five-sensed ... I into 14 groups
(7) Rational five-sensed .. J

(Vide Gommatsfira Jiva Kdnda by Mr. J. L. Jaini Chapter II

Gatha 72).

Celestial Souls or Devas. They are called Deva, from the root

Div to shine, because they always amuse themselves with their

heavenly acquisitions and have a shining heavenly constitution,

which is technically called Vaikriyika Sharira or Fluid body.

These celestial bodies can assume any form they like. Their
body has no flesh, blood, or bone, there are no filthy excretions from
it, and it is lustrous.

These beings form four groups : —
() Residential (Bhawan V&si).

() Peripatetic (Vyantara).

(c) Stellar (Jyotishkfi).

(d

)

Heavenly (Vaimdnika)

(Fwie Tatwartha-dhigama Sutra by Mr. J. L. Jaini Chapter IV).
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18. From the practical point of view, a mundane soul

causes (the bondage oi) material Karinas and experiences (their

results); but from the (impure) real point of view the soul

creates (and) experiences thought- activities arising through

the (effect of) Karmas.

Commentary.

When we think of soul as a substance quite free and distinct

from the material Karmas, we find that from the pure real point of

view, it causes and experiences its own pure thought-activities,

blissfulness, peace, etc. When we think of a mundane soul which

is in bondage with Karmas, we find that from the impure real point

of view, it causes and experiences its own impure thought-activities,

anger, pride, greed, pain, pleasure, etc. These impure thought-acti-

vities arisein soul, through the operation of deluding Karmas; they

are not the soul’sown pure and real thought-activities. Whenever any

impure thought-activity appears in a mundane soul, the Karmic

matter is itself attracted towards the soul and bound with it. Thus

the soul does not really cause the bondage of the Karmas and is from

the practical point of view, said to be the causer of Karmas. When

any material Karma which was bound some time before comes into

operation and disturbs the thought activity of the soul, it is then

that the soul experiences pain or pleasure. Thus the soul, in reality,

experiences its own impure thought-activity ; but from the practical

point of view only it is said to experience the results of material

Karmas.

sfNr i

qsnnsphu sfNi wpi u ?6 ii

atqi #3«r n*qf?w pnim II 16 n

19. From the substance point of view (all) souls are

free from the modifications mentioned before; but from the
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.

modification-point-of-view souls are possessed of both (the

Natural and Non natural modifications).

Commentary.

Substantia] or Dravyfirthik point of view is that which relates

to the real substance only as it is, and does not take its various

modifications into consideration. It is only from this point of view

that the soul is said to be free from modifications. The point of

view of modification relates only to the modifications of a substance

and does not touch the main substance at all. From this point of

view the soul is described as possessed of various modifications.

CHAPTER II.

Non-soul ( Ajiva.)

?§rer | wmm u ii

fitftsre’r: 11 n

20. The substance matter is of two kinds ; in the form

of an atom (Parm&nu) and in the form of molecules

(Sk&ndha). And the molecules are of six kinds and atom (is)

of two kinds.

§§*i 'rofci^ sf&t h m ii
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21-24. Gross-gross, gross, gross-fine, fine-gross, fine,

and fine*fine are the six kinds, earth, etc.

Solids like earth, stone, consist of gross-gross molecules

(Liquids) like ghee, water, oil are gross. Shade, sunshine,

etc., consist of gross-fine molecules.

Objects of the four senses (of touch, taste, smell and
hearing) are of fine-gross molecules. Karmic molecules, in

the condition of being bound up with soul are fine. Those

which are unlike these are of fine fine molecules.

!pt 5T $5 ^TOTrT ?r I

snrcn# w^t $«rwmjr ii rku
3* ! |g: ^RnwT%m *r srer: i

f«nmrm*9Tsft s?tt?tsit: ii ** ti

25. That which is the cause of the four root matters

(earth, water, fire and air) should be known as cause-atom.

(K&rana Parmdnu). The smallest possible part of a molecule

should be known as effect atom (Kdrya ParmAnu).

sjftvrcft ^
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26. That substance which (is) the beginning, the

middle and the end by itself, inapprehensible by the senses,

and (is) indivisible, should be known as an atom.

Commentary.

In G6th4s Nos. 20—26 is described the substance “Matter.” It

Is called Pudgala, because it unites “ Pooryati” and forms into

molecules and “ galati ” dissolves into atoms ; also because it

changes in its attributes of colour, smell, taste and touch.

An atom is the smallest possible part of matter. It cannot be

divided further.

Those atoms which cause the formation of four root matters :

earth, water, fire and air, are called causo-atom. When any molecule

is dissolved into the smallest possible atoms, the atoms so obtained

are called effect- atoms. By the combination of atoms indifferent

proportions, various kinds of molecules are formed (vide Gommat-

sara Jiva Kanda Gathas 694. ) In gathas 21-24 are mentioned the

six prominent divisions of material molecules :
—

Gross-gross are solid objects, which when separated or broken

asunder, cannot unite themselves without the help of some third

object, such as paper, wood, cloth.

Gross are liquid objects which when once separated, have the

capacity of again combining together, without the intervention of

any other object, such as water, milk.

Gross-fine are these objects which are visible to the eye, but

cannot be grasped by the hand such as shade, light, sunshine.

Fine-gross are those objects, which are not visible to the

eye, but are apprehensible by the other four senses, such as air,

sound, smell, taste.

Fine are those molecules which arc not cognizable and perceive-

able by any of the five senses, such as karmic molecules.

Fine-fine are those molecules which are composed of at least

two ultimate atoms (ParmSnu) and do not fall into the category of

the first five kinds.

II II
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27. That which possesses one taste, color, and smell,

and two touches is of natural attributes. Those tangible to

all (senses) are in Jain Philosophy said to be of non-natural

attributes.

Commentary.

There are 5 tastes—pungent, bitter, astringent, sweet, sour.

Colours are five—white, yellow, green, red and black. Smell is good

or bad Touches are eight—hard, soft, heavy, light, cold, warm,

smooth, rough.

3ft qfagnft sft i
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28. The modification which is independent of other

objects is the natural modification (Svabhiiva Paryiiya) ; and

modification in the molecular form is the non-natural modifi-

cation, (Vibhdva Pary 'iya).

!J# ^*ft II HS. II

3s^g[3*T!%i% ^rfi trim II ||

29- From the real point of view an atom is said to be
“ Matter substance”; but from the other (*.«., practical point

of view) the term Matter substance” has been applied to a

molecule.

Commentary.

In reality an indivisible and the smallest possible particle of

matter, i.e.. an atom is the real “ matter substance.” Its attributes

are the natural attributes of matter. Such an atom must have five

attributes

(1) any one of the five colours

;

(2) any one of the two smells

;

(3) any one of the five tastes

;
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(4) any one of the two touches, %«., roughness and smooth-

ness ;

(6) any one of the two touches, i.e., coldness and heat.

As the modification of an atom is independent of all other

objects it is called natural modification.

When two or more atoms combine together a molecule is formed.

A molecule is said to be substance “ Matter ” from the practical

point of view. Attributes and modifications of molecules so formed

are known as non-natural attributes and modifications. Atoms are

never apprehensible by the senses, while molecules may be tangible

to the senses.

wim u ii

gfteggsrRf ^ i

wwnprpnfiTsr n ii

30. The auxiliary causes of motion and rest to soul and

matter (are called) the medium of motion, anJ medium of

rest (respectively). (That which is the auxiliary cause of)

giving space to all the substances, soul, etc., (is) space.

Wrfrms»remm*T%^Fr«wsi sromr § ll ii

31. Practical time is either of two kinds, instant and
wink (fivali) ; or of three kinds (past, present and future).

Past (time is) equal to the number (of the liberated souls)

who have destroyed their bodily forms, multiplied by numer-
able winks.

sfNif ffiiw Ŷsiugrnn i men i
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32.

The instants of the practical time are infinite times

(of the number of) atoms, which again are infinite times (of

the number of) souls. (Time-points) which are packed full

in the universe, are (called) the real “ Time.”

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ' -
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33.

That by the help of which, all substances, soul, etc,,

are altered in their own modifications, is “ Time.” The four

substances ; the medium of motion, (the medium of rest,

space and time) have (only) their own natural attributes and
modifications.

fcrffer mm § n ti

f-rft^T *f*itsr?** n II

34.

Excepting Time, (the other five) of these six

Substances, (are known) as “ Extensive substances,” (Asti-

kaya). Extensive substances occupy many spatial units, as

mentioned in Jaina scriptures.

mimmfcm i
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35*38. The atoms of matter are numerable, innumer-

able and infinite. Verily there are innumerable points

space in “medium of motion,’’ “ medium of rest an in eac

individual soul.
,

. .

The same (innumerable number of spatial units are)

the universe; and in the other, i.e., (non-universe) (there are)

infinite (number of spatial units). There is no extensiveness

in Time ; therefore it has one spatial unit (only).

Commentary.

In Gatha No. 9 six principles were mentioned. Out of those

the two, i- Soul and Matter, were dealt with in gathas

10 to 29.' In Gathas 30-36 the remaining four principles have been

explained. They are auxiliary causes to the main functions of Soul

and Matter. ...

Medium of motion, is an essentially auxiliary cause of the

motion of Soul and Matter-

Medium of Rest is an essentially auxiliary cauBe of the static

condition of Soul and Matter.

Space is that which gives room to all substances, including

Soul and Matter.

Time is the auxiliary cause of bringing about modifications, in

all substances, including Soul and Matter.

Out of these six principles, space is the biggest, having infinite

dimensions all round. Within space there is the universe which

contains all the other five substances, which cannot exist beyond

Bpace.

Of the medium of motion and rest, each is a single, immate-

rial substance pervading through the whole of the universe.

The units of time (each of which is an immaterial and individual

substance) are very closely packed up in the universe. They are

innumerable in number.

Soul and Matter, being infinite, are found everywhere in the

universe, in their various gross or fine forms. In connection with

this subject, it is necessary to define and explain what a spatial

unit (Pradesha) is.

Spatial unit is that part of space which is occupied by the

smallest indivisible particle of matter. It is a unit, generally

employed in measuring the dimensions of substances in the universe.

If we measure the universe taking a spatial unit as our measure
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then we find that there are innumerable spatial units in it The

medium of Motion and the medium of Rest are co-extensive with

,
the universe and have thus a similar number of spatial units. Souls

are found in different bodies of different dimensions in their mun-

dane state, but still each one of them has the capacity of extending

throughout the whole universe. Thus the spatial units of each soul

are equal in number to those of the universe, i.e., innumerable.

Matter exists in the universe either in the form of atoms or in the

form of molecules. Molecules are composed of either numerable or

innumerable or infinite number of atoms. The spatial units of

matter are thus numerable, innumerable or infinite.

Space substance is infinite in dimensions ; and has thus an

infinite number of spatial units.

All the five substances, except Time, occupy more than one

spatial unit They are therefore called the five extensive subs-

tances, Panch-Astikayas.

The points of time are also innumerable. Each one of these

points has its own separate and independent existence Though
each one of them is connected with another, it is never combined

with it. There are innumerable spatial units in the universe, so the

number of points of time as well is innumerable. As each point of

time occupies only one spatial unit, and not more than one in any

case, it is called non-extensive substance, Akfiya-Dravya.

In the universe there are only innumerable spatial units, how
then, it may be asked, can it give space to an infinite number of

atoms and molecules. The explanation is simple. The material

atoms possess the capacity of compressing an infinite number of

themselves into one molecule, which may not occupy more than one

spatial unit. Take the case of light The space in a room may be
occupied by the light of one lamp and also by the light of a3 many
lamps as may be placed there.

In Gatha 31 Past time is equal to numerable winks multiplied

by total number of liberated souls.

As a matter of fact 608 mundane souls are liberated within
every period of 6 months and 8 instants. This process has been
going on continuously and uniformly since eternity. If we reduce
6 months and 8 instants into winks and divide by 608, we obtain

the average time for one soul to obtain liberation, i.e., numerable
winks. The number of winks thus obtained is constant and does
not vary. The number of past liberated souls is infinite and as
shown above it increases by 608 within the period of every 6 months
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and 8 instants. Thus we arrive at the conclusion that the length of

past time is infinite and it increases by the constant number of

winks (vide Gommatsara by Mr. J. L. Jaini, Jiva Kanda Gatha
578.)

8 Avails or Winks m 1 Kashta.

16 Kashtas - 1 Raid
32 Kal&s * 1 Ghatikd.

60 Ghatikfis *» One day and night or 24 hours.

1 Ghatikfi « 24 minutes.

ufi^: %rT^T?jtu^fi?nr% sn?n% 11 su u
37. The Matter substance (is) material; all the rest

are immaterial. Soul (has) consciousness as its nature, all

the rest are devoid of the attribute of consciousness.

CHAPTER III.

Pure Thought Activity (Shuddha Bhfiva )
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38. The external principles, soul, etc., should be re-
nounced. One’s own soul, absolutely free from all the attri-
butes and modifications, caused by the impurity of Karmas
should be realised.

^^ sfiirasTOn <sit tmsmmpuTCPQT wi i
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39. (From the real point of view), there are in the soul,

no stages of (impure) thought-activities Vibh&va Svabb&ea

Sthan, neither there are there degrees of regard and disregard,

nor grades of feelings of pleasure, nor degrees of the feelings

of pain.

?r faTfowwnmft w% xfrrmxrft m i

snswroircift afrw wr ii vo n

40. In soul, there are no stages of duration bondage,

(Sthiti Bandha Sthdna); neither (there are) the stages of

Karmic nature (Prakriti Sthina) ; nor (are) the degrees of

the molecular bondage (Pradeslia Sth ina) nor are the grades
of fruition (bondage) (Anubhriga Sthana), nor are the degrees

of operation of Karmas (Udaya Sthana).

# wr i

sfaffTOTOflin # H^T3Tl?Tr wmi & t u

^frarfo^rwnrrft ;fnT*r*T?ar¥rTwisrrft uvtii

41.

(In soul there are) neither the stages of destructive

thought-activities, (Kshayaka Bhava), nor the degree of

destructive subsideutial thought- activities (Kshaya-Opasha-
mic Bh&va), nor the grades of operative thought activities

(Audayika Bh3va), nor the degrees of subsidential thought
activities (Aupashamika Bhava).

#ms

sforc* 3Ti tfrfc it ii

42.

In soul (there is) neither wandering in the four

conditions of life (gati), nor (arethere) birth, old age, death,
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disease, and sorrow, nor are there the stages of bodily

materials (Kuia), nuclei (yoni), soul-classes (Jiva Sam&sa)

and soul quests (Margand).

l

u u

i

ft#fr f^^it ft-flrqi tout 11 vl n

43.

Soul (is) turmoil less, bodyless, fearless, independ-

ent and faultless ; without attachment, free from the activities

(of mind, body and speech), devoid of delusion and free from
ignorance.

ftFTOt #CPTt
I

fijwraft ^qr u 11

^r^9rcictqf^|?K{
1

mmi 11 w \\

44.

Soul (is) possessionless, free from attachment
blettmhless. devoid of all defects, desireless, angerless, pride-
less (and) without lust.

’dOTJlf «'?<!!»!!(
II ast It

3ftw rn n n „

45.

Colour, taste, smell, touch, condition, of, femaiemale, ana common-sex inclinations, etc., (six kind, of bodily)'
figures, (and six kinds of; skeletons; all these ar.
in the soul.

re not found
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mwyqqny *w*r*i«?nrar*** I

gfr m̂FirnTnrw li va H 3*** t

48. Know the soul to be, devoid of taste, colour and

smell, not cognizable (by the senses), possessed of the

attribute of consciousness soundless, incomprehensible by

any outward sign and one having no describable form.

sRjrusrsrwrgsr wgjwfam Srcj 11 w u

^iia-iui ; fti^TFWRt nuwraftsr? almmrat i

w®pira$m^ n *s 11

47. Just as liberated souls (are) free from oldness,

death and birth, and are crowned with the eight attributes ;

so (are) mundane souls (from the pure real point of view.)

5TS #*r « ** u

wnffar wf^qrerr *r?ffi%qr ftnm fc&gTcm*: 1

*PJT T%^TT?fT^T sjfrWTi Iptt: II *c ||

48. Just as liberated souls, residing at the top-most

of the universe are bodiless, indestructible, independent of

senses, free from (karmic) filth, and pure, so the mundane
souls (also) should be considered (from the pure real point of

view.)

*r%rrfi

ItaOTirar sfNrr a a

Wk sqq^T?qq ^ |

fas[*arwr{ sften 11 vs. 11

49. From the practical point of view, all mundane souls

have been described as possessing1

all the aforesaid conditions

;

but from the pure, real point of view they also (are) of the

same nature as liberated souls.
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Commentary.

The universe is full of souls. They are of two kinds

Liberated and Mundane.

Liberated souls are those which are quite free from karmic

dirt and have no possibility of ever appearing again in the condi-

tions, which arise from the bondage of the karmic matter with the

soul. They are all-powerful, all-knowing, all-perceiving, all-

blissful, and absorbed in their own real and pure nature. These

liberated souls always maintain their individual existence and

abide at the topmost of the univers e.

Mundane souls are those souls which arc in bondage of karmic

matter. It is on account of this matter that they exi3t in the

universe, in different conditions of life, and experience innumer-

able kinds of pain and pleasure. These souls are so avaricious, that

their worldly wants are never satisfied. Whatever pleasures they

enjoy, are sensual, so they cannot satisfy their desires. It is a

matter of daily experience that the more the desires of a mundane
soul are satisfied, the more they are multiplied in every direction.

On one side these souls experience the fruits of their past karmas,
which shed off after fruition ; on the other side, at the same time,
they bind fresh good or evil karmas. on account of their multi furi-

ous impure thought-activities. This process has been going on since
eternity and will go on as long as the soul does not identify and
realise itself and does not ad jpt proper measures to walk on the
path of liberation. It is due to those simultaneous operations of
fruition and bondage, that souls transmigrate from one condition of
life to the other.

It should be noted, that there are 8 main kinds of Karmas
(a) Knowledge-obscuring Karma Jndnfivarniya Karma) is

that matter which obscures the knowledge-attribute
of the soul.

(b) Conation-obscuring Karma (Darshanfivarniya Karma) is
that matter which obscures the conation attribute of
the soul.

(c) Feeling Karma (Vedaniya Karma) is that Karma, by the
operation of which, mundane souls come in contact
with agreeable or disagreeable objects, which in their
turn cause the feelings of pleasure or pain in the Soul,
according to their various degrees of attachment and
aversion therein.
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{d) Deluding Karma ( Mohanlya Karma) is that karma
which obscures the attributes of right-belief and right

conduct of the soul.

(e

)

Age-karma (Ayu Karma) is that karma which causes

and determines the sojourn of a soul into a particular

body.

(f) Body-making Karma (N4ma Karma) is that karma, the
operation of which causes condition of existence, for-

mation of different kinds of bodies and the change

from one to another condition of existence.

(g) Family-determining Karma (Gotra Karma) i3 that

karma by operation of which a soul is to take birth in

a high or a low family.

(h) Obstructive karma (antarfiya karma) is that karma
which obscures the infinite power of the bouI.

Out of these 8 karmas Nos (a), (6 ), (d

)

and (h) are known
as the destructive (gnfitiya) karmas ; because they destroy the

manifestation of the real and essential attributes of the soul. The
manifestation of these attributes in mundane souls varies inversely

to the proportionate decrease of the forces of these four destructive

karmas.

The remaining four, i.e., (c), (e), if) and (9) are called non-

destructive karmas (Aghdtiya Karmas). They are so called, be-

cause they do not obscure the real attributes of the soul ; but effect

only the external environments of the soul. As mundane souls are

in bondage of these 8 karmas, they forget their real nature and

never realise their true-self and wander in different conditions of

existence, distressed, discontent and yearning for sensual plea-

sures.

In order to avoid all this worry and to obtain real and eternal

peace and happiness, it is necessary to get rid of the filth of these

karmas.

Thus it is necessary for a mundane soul, longing for eternal

happiness and salvation, that it should identify and realise itself.

Identification means, knowing the true nature of itself and the

karmic matter, which are two substances entirely different from

each other.

Real point of view is that which deals only with the true and

pure aspect of a substance irrespective of its relation with other

substances.

Practical point of view is that which deals with a substance,

having regard to its relations with other substances.
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When we look at mundane aoula from the practical point of

view, varioua kinds of conditions and modifications are found in

them ; but when we think of them from the real point of view, we

find that there is no distinction at all between them and the liber*

ated souls, i.e., the mundane souls are in reality aa free as the

liberated souls from all these conditions which arise from, and

depend upon the bondage of karmic matter with soul. Whenever

any mundane soul taking the real point of view into consideration

identifies itself as quite free and separate from matter, and

realises itself as such, passions decrease and peacefulness increases.

By this process of self-identification and self-realisation, the past-

karmas already in bondage with the soul, shed off without fruition

and before due time, and the inflow and bondage of fresh karmas

gradually stop. Thus the soul following this path, gradually im-

proves all round and sometime is able to ultimately, free itself

from these worldly conditions and itself becomes pure and perfect

(Siddba ParmAtmA).

Gatha 3U. Impure thought-activities, Svabhava-Sthana here

means all the thought activities of soul, except the real and the

pure thought activities.

Gatha 40. 1. Stages of Duration bondage, Sthiti band ha-
stha na.

2. Stages of Karmic nature, Prakriti Sth&na.

3. Degrees of molecular bondage. Pradesha SthAna.
4. Degrees of operation of karmas, Anubhaga

SthAna.

Bondage of karma is of 4 kinds, having reference to—
1. Prakriti, the nature of the karmic matter, whether it is

knowledge-obscuring, or conation-obscuring, etc.

2. Sthiti, the duration of the bondage, within which period
they will gradually shed off.

3. Anubh&ga, the mildness or intensity of fruition, at its
maturity within its duration.

4. Pradesha, the quantity of the karmic molecules drawn to-
wards, and bound to the soul.

The first and fourth, i.e., the Prakriti and Pradesha are deter-
mined by soul vibrations caused by their actions of mind, body and
epeech. J

Thus the nature and the quantity of the karmic moleculesbound to the soul, vary according to the quality and intensity of
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the soul-vibrations and so there are different stages of karmic

nature (Prakrit! Sthfina) and different degrees of the molecular

bondage (Pradesha Sthfina.)

The remaining two, i.e., the “ Duration” and the fruition of

karmic bondage are determined by passions, anger, pride, deceit

and greed, etc.

Thus the duration and fruition of karmic molecules bound to

the soul vary according to the mildness or intensity of the passions

and so there are different stages of duration bondage (sthiti bandha
Sthfina) and various grades of fruition bondage (Anubhfiga

Sthfina).

Udaya Sthfina. When the karmic molecules already bound
to the soul come into operation, they manifest their mild or strong
fruition, i.e., the effect. So there are different degrees of the
operation of the karmas (Udaya sthfina) as well.

Gatha41. Thought-activities of soul caused by operation of
Karmas are of four kinds :

—

1. (Aupasharaika Bhfiva) subsidential thought-activity. This

arises by the subsidence of the deluding (Mohaniya) Karmic matter.

2. Destructive-thought-activity (Kshfiylka Bhfiva). It arises

from the destruction of any of the four destructive (Ghatiya) Kar-
mas.

3. Deatructive-subsidenri al thought-activity (Kshayopashami-

ka Bhfiva). It arises by the partial destruction, partial subsidence

and partial operation of any of the destructive Karmas.

4. Operative thought-activity (Audayika Bhfiva). It arises by

the operation of any of the Karmas.

In reality, the thought-activities of a soul are innumerable, so

naturally there are various gradations in all the above-mentioned

thought-activities, according to, the subsidence, destruction and

operation, etc., of the Karmas.

Gatha 42. I. Nudes (yoni) is the place whereto the mundane

souls transmigrates, after leaving the previous body. The process of

formation and development of the new external body begins

there. Nuclei are of various kinds, according to their nature,

structure, etc.

They are eighty-four lakhs in number.
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2 . Physique (Kula) means natural constitution. Its character-

istics vary according to the kind of the material molecules of which

the external bodies are made. The total number of the kinds of

physique is 1975,000,000,000,00.

Soul-classes (Jiva Samasa).

Those common characteristics, by which mundane souls, though

of many distinctions and kinds, may be distinguished by being

collected into groups, are called soul-classes.

Their main divisions are 14 which are given in commentary

Gatha 16-17.

Soul-quests (Marganfi) are those conditions, forms and qualities,

etc., by means of which or amongst which souls are searched for.

They are fourteen in number as follows : —

1. Condition of existence (Gati).

2. Senses (Indriya).

3. Embodiment (K&ya).

4. Vibratory activities (Yoga).

5. Sex inclinations (Veda).

6. Passions (Kashaya).

7. Knowledge (Jnana).

8. Control. (Samyama).

9. Conation (Darshana).

10. Thought-paint <Leshy a).

11. Libeiableness iBhavyatva).

12. Right belief .Samyaktva).

13. Rationality (Sanjnitva).

14. Assimilation (Ahara).

For detailed knowledge of all these technical terms consult
Gommatsara Jiva Kanda and Karma Kanda translated by Mr. J. L.
Jaini, S, B. J. Vols. V and VI,

TOTfTWfoft fhi I

3P:<TF 11 *© II

^TfR^rT ficrT^u 'TTO'vnm
I

^VocrciTT it vt© h

50, All the aforesaid conditions relate either to foreign
substances or foreign modifications

; hence (they) should be
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renounced. Internal principle, is one’s own substance, i, e„

soul. (It only) should be realised.

iifk ^RlUlj II KUl

•**?% ii m ii

61. Conviction (in things ascertained as they are) alone

without (any) perverse motive (is) right belief, (S amyaka
Darshana). (Knowledge) free from douut. (Samshaya), perver-

sity (Vimoha) and vaceilation (Vibhrama; is right knowledge

(Sainyak Jns'ina).

U U.* 11

^rf^TJT^TCim 5TR «TOT$*m*«mra[ || ||

5 *. Conviction, from wavering (Chala), impurity
(Mala), and non steadfastness < Agirha) alone (is) right belief.

Correct understanding (Atihigama) of what principles are

worth renouncing and what are worth realising, (is) right

know ledge.

SFHtTCH Rt^H% rT*H rnmr 1

^r^7|fl ti II

r,%& fsrsrg^ nw prcr: 1

*%TT* 3[4hr*YV$R Ii 11

63, The extern* 1 causes of li^ht belief are the Jain scrip-

tures and the persons who know them
;
while the destruction,

etc., of nght-beiiei-deiuding Karma are said to be the internal

causes.

uwre wngrai ftarft nhrerer itfk gnj^ i

asn^ srogifa 11 ** u
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qvxpq?* wr f«ni?r I

WJWf 3 srw??mi% II H* II

64. Listen, (just as) RiSht Belief and Ri f?ht knowledge

»re the (causes of) liberation, (so) is Right Conduct. There-

fore I shall describe Right Conduct from (both) the real and

the practical points of view.

j*siirefHr 'srft nwq i

fTT^ror (I v.« II WKl
65. Right conduct from the practical point of view, is

to practise austerities from the practical stand-point, while

Right Conduct from the real p jint of view is to observe austeri-

ties from the real stand point.

Commentary.

Right-belief, Right Knowledge together with Right Conduct

were described as the path of liberation in Gatha 3,

Belief in order to be called Right Belief must be free from
perversity and falsity of motive. Real motive of every mundane
soul bent upon spiritual advancement is the reilization of the self

and the attainment of true and perfect peace, freedom and happi-

ness. All other motives which do not lead towards this goal, but
rather mislead the soul towards worldly pleasures, which are in
reality the causes of misery, are false and perverse. It is also
necessary that right belief should be free from the defects of waver-
ing, impurity and non-steadfastness. In wavering condition of
right belief, its substance remains quite sound, but only the form
is slightly disturbed as the surface of an ocean is disturbed by waves
to illustrate which is generally quoted the example of a person, who
worships Shanti Natha in preference to the other Tirthankaras for
acquiring peace, plenty and comfort.

Impurity here implies the following five defects
(a) Doubt (Shankd), (6) Desire of sense-pleasures (Kamkshd),

(c) Disgust (Vichikitsft), (d) admiration of wrong believers (Anya-
draahti samstava).
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Non-steadfastness.—This condition arises when right belief Is

not quite fixed in true nature of thinga. For example worship-

ping in one’s own temple in preference to the temple built by

others. A person who has a steadfast right belief knows that it

does not make the slightest difference, whether you worship in

your temple or in one built by your neighbour.

The external cause of right belief is to study the Jalna Scrip-

tures and to attend upon those who know them fully well, with the

object of understanding the principles from them. The internal

cause of right belief is the subsidence, or destructive-subsidence, or

destruction of the right belief-deluding Karma and of the four

error feeding (anantunubandhi) passions. (For details see Gatha 26

Gommatsara Jiva Kanda by Mr. J. L. Jaini S. B. J. Vol V.)

Right knowledge should always be free from doubt, perversity

and indifference. A soul possessing right knowledge has clear and

correct knowledge of the essential principles and has the capacity of

discrimination between what is worth renouncing and what is worth
realising.

Along witR these two, t. e.

,

right belief and right knowledge,

right conduct is an essential factor for the attainment of liberation;

because neither any one of the three, nor any two of the three can
constitute the path of liberation. Right conduct has been described

here as being of two kinds. When austerities, eto., are practised

from the practical point of view, with the aim of attaining real

right conduct, i. e., self-absorption, they are said to be practical

right conduct. Being absorbed in one's own true nature is the real

austerity and the same is the real right conduct.

CHAPTER IV.

Practical Right Conduot (Vyavahfira Charitra)

i § smpag sfNng i

'tvmi n ** n

66. Thought activity free from (all) undertaking*

(injurious to any of) the mundane souls (which are) known
as existing in (any of the various) physiques, nuclei, soul-
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classes, soul-quests, etc , is the first vow (non-injury),

Ahinsa,

*rcf m\ $fif w w u

*t*i*st *t *r I

t(t irsTwrr> ^rg.* »?^r fg/f *?aMr ??ww u n

57. A saint, who renounces thought- acwvity leading to

telling falsehood, on account of delusion, attachment and

aversion is (said) to observe always the second vow, (truth),

Satya.

wi m\ wr to* \

fftlr <T^I II V - II

TTTff ^7373% ’•TTITW^ I

nr tjffir w,Kr *t.‘ ! •*T«rnr ii vs II

68. He. «i. » ' r, .unces the thought-activity of picking

up articles belong, i^ to another, iving in a village, a town or

a forest, (is said) to o iserve the turd m.v (non-stealing),

Aub 1 uryp.

^ %€\^i n 5(5. u

*rte^T<TH: m*j I

gri^pr?* n *£ n

69. He, who having seen the beauty oi a woman, is not

moved by a desire for her ; or whose thought-activity is free

from sex animate feeling (Muithuna San;an), (is said to ob-

serve) the foul lb vow (chastity), Brahmacharya.

?nnt fWfcswtwjjs# i

Ho ||

*T?*JRT PIRT
|

<R**?rfaOi

f ^Rn%fT ^rftsr^rf u \%\\
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80. The carrier of the load of (right) conduct, i.e„ a

saint, who having first formed the idea of being unconcerned

with all worldly attachments, renounces them is said to

observe the fifth vow of possessionlessness, (Parigraha Tydga.)

ft i

II %% u

sTTSTOntfur 3*nrm^ l

sr?n vrma ll W n

61.

A saint, who walks upon a trodden path, free from

living beings, in day time, after seeing (carefully) a distance

of four arms- length (two yBrdsl ahead, (is said) to observe

carefulness in walking (Iryfi Samiti).

wn II

’WTOfal%Wa[rTi II ^ II

62.

He, who having renounced backbiting, ridiculing,

talking ill of others, self praising and harsh words, speaks

what is good for himself as well as for others (is said) to have

carefulness in speech (Bhdshd Samiti).

3% T^fT TO?* T I

fttnj #3 nwgwfoifl ii ii

ir<n swpi -r l

*4 itt tw Thsffci Tnrwftftr! ii M ii

63.

He, who calmly takes food, which is prepared not

by himself, nor that which he made others prepare for him-

self, nor that prepared by others with his approval, and which

is wholesome, free from living-beings, and given by another

(with devotion), is said to have carefulness in eating (Eshand

Samiti).
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1% M H

3?pr**nm3rri^ ?r^i%5r»f«Tir* sroRTf^srrtn l

wg[Rf^%w ^rmffrA^KrT% H A* U

64. (A saint who has) acted with care in picking op,

and putting down, books, and jug (Kamanclala), etc., is said to

have carefulness in lifting and laying down, (Addnd-nik

shepana Samiti).

^rrcrf^gpft eftrCr u

sn^^wrtsor *x$ *f^?T *nwR i

s^RT^ctim: srf?rer u II

65. (A saint, who) discharges his excrement, etc., in a

place which is secret, and free from all living beings, and

where there is no obstruction on behalf of any body, (is said)

to have carefulness in excreting (Pratishthd-pana Samiti).

<rftsrc> irmofet qf^Rfawr u ^ ii

66.

Renunciation of passionateness, delusion, animate-
feeling, attachment and aversion, and other impure thought
activities, is from the practical point of view, called control
of mind (Mano-gupti).

eSS! J LU5

wr ii ^ ii
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6?. Renunciation of censurable gossip relating to

women, state, theft, food, etc., which cause the bondage of

evil Karmas, or refraining from telling falsehoods, etc., (is

called) control of speech, (Vachan-gupti).

rTf TfTKIijljkl r

?T*TT JTfTTT^rfr^T 1

^TtTT%»ITT%I%r fsrf^ST II II

68.

Renunciation of bodily movements, such as- binding,

piercing, beating, contractings expanding, etc., is called con-

trol of body (Kiiya-gupti).

3fT srrufrft ef I

WnM ST II u

*IT TT»TTT^faf 3Tpft#^ erf I

Wr?TT^Tf^^fT%aiT II 11

69.

(From the real point of view) know, that abstain-

ing from attachment, etc., is control of mind; and freedom
from falsehood, etc , or silence is control of speech.

m Hfkgr% rt u vso 11

f^n^i%fRRr WTgfmrf?T f^T^T II vso ||

70.

(From the real point of view) refraining from bodi-

ly movements, non-attachment to the body, restraint of

body or renunciation of causing injury, etc,, is called control

of body.

Commentary.

From the real point of view, self-realisation is the path to libera-

tion ; but in order to reach the stage of self-realisation it is neces-

sary that certain rules of conduct should be followed and practised.

These rules are divided into (1) Laymen’s rules of conduct, and (2)
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saints’ rules of conduct. The rules of conduct to be observed by »

layman, only serve as a means to the partial control of his passions.

If he wants to make further progress and attain perfection, he

must adopt the rules of conduct laid down for saints. These rules

practically consist in the renunciation of all worldly possessions

and occupations.

The practical right conduct to be observed by saints is of 13

kinds

Five vows :
—

1. Vow of non-injury.

2. Vow of truth.

8.

Vow of non-stealing.

4. Vow of chastity.

5. Vow of possessionlessness.

The saints have to observe those rules fully, without any
blemish or transgression, so that their thought-activities may
remain pure and undisturbed, and they may be able to apply them-
selves to self-realisation.

6. Carefulness in walking.

7. Carefulness in speaking.

8. Carefulness in eating.

9. Carefulness in lifting up and laying down.

10. Carefulness in excreting.

Three kinds of control

11. Control of mind,

12. Control of speech.

13. Control of body.

•ssfiwrsftsmgffiT srt?rr 11 v»m
71. Worshipful Lords (Arhats) are those who are

entirely free from all the (four) destrutive Karmas, and are
possessed of the highest attributes, omniscience, etc., and are
crowned with the thirty-four extraordinary glories, (Ati-
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Commentary.

When a soul, following the rules of conduct laid down for the
saints, as given in previous Gdthfis, realises the self and advances
on, till it reaches the 13th spiritual stage of vibratory omniscient

(Sayoga Kevali), it is then that the soul is called Arhat or the

Worshipful Lord. In this stage the soul is still in the physical body
and reveals the Truth.

Art fosi % qfart fffa u ^ u

tnrmt i

72. Those (souls), who have destroyed the bondage of

the eight Karmas, are possessed of the eight great attributes,

abide at the topmost of the universe and are the most exalted

and indestructible, are Perfect Souls (Siddhas).

faRnKnrm i

mTT P«TnfRT WJ^m} fzm || ||

73. Those (saints), who are possessed of five kinds of

conduct, who have trampled down the fury of the elephant of

five senses, who are firm in their determination, and who are
profound in virtue are (called) Heads of the order of Saints,

(Achdrya).

Arinratrafrn zn&sm qftsn ffm a vs* n

74. Those (saints), who are brave, possessed of the
three jewels, are preachers of the categories enunciated by
the Conqueror (Jina), and are endowed with the thought-
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activity of desirelessness, are (known) as the Preceptor*

(Upddhyiya).

factor srrf ^ qftsrr it vs* u

«rnrcfa*s®H *rg$*rcrwRcCRiRn i

fafcw f^tvTfit rtw qmxm li \s* It

75- Those who are free from all (worldly) occupations,

are always deeply absorbed in four kinds of contemplation

( 4.radhand) and are possessionless and delusionless, are (said)

to be the Saints (Sddhiis).

Commentary.

According to Jaina Philosophy there are 14 spiritual stages of

thought-activities, which a soul, desirous of being liberated and of

attaining perfection has to pass through. The first stage is of wrong

belief ;
the second and third are the intervening progressive stages

of thought-activities between wrong belief, and right belief of the

4th stage.

A soul which enters the 4th stage is said to have reached the

thresh-hold of liberation. At this stage, the soul has got only right

belief. As soon as that soul, begins to follow the practical vows of

a layman, it is said to enter the 5th stage. Again when this very

soul, rising higher up, renounces the world and observes the vows
fully and wholly, it is said to have entered the 6th and 7th stages,

where it is known as a saint. While a saint remains in these two
stages and improves his qualifications, so that he has the capacity of

controlling the whole order of saints and supervises their general

conduct, he is said to be the Head of the order of saints or an
Acharya, and as such he follows and practises the five kinds of con-

duct as given in Gatha 73.

They are as follows

(a) Conduct of right belief (Darshan&chfira) performance
of all those duties which keep right-belief firm.

(i>) Conduct of knowledge (Jnfinfi AchSra) minute and detail-
ed study of the scriptures, with the view of increas-
ing right knowledge.

(c) Conduct of observing saintly character, (Chdritra-
fichara). Thirteen kinds of rules of conduct have been
described in Githfis 56-70.
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Observing those rules regularly and flawlessly with the ides of

realising the self is called Chfiritr&chfira.

(d) Conduct of austerities (Tapfichfira) is the proper and
regular observance of twelve kinds of austerities

(Tapas)as fasting, etc., (vide TatwfirthS-dhigama Sutra,

Chapter IX, Sutras 19-20.)

(a) Conduct of soul-force (Viryfichfira) means the develop-

ment of soul-force and repulsion of the Karmic forces

with the view of attaining liberation..

An Achdrya, as defined above, himself practises and observes

all the above-mentioned five kinds of conduct, and instructs the

saints of his order to do the same Any saint of the order who
is in the 6th and the 7th stages, is well versed in Jaina Scriptures,

and is capable of teaching and instructing other saints of the order,

is called the preceptor (Upddhyaya).

All other saints who are neither Achdryas nor Upddhydyas are

known as Sddhus. They may be in any spiritual stage from the 6th

to the 12th stages, where delusion is absolutely destroyed. From
the 8th to the 12th, all are the progressive stages of meditation.

In these stages a saint is deeply absorbed in meditation and self-

realisation, and th9re it is impracticable for him to observe and fulfil

the main and special duties of an Achdrya or an Upddhydya.

A saint, after destroying the Delusion Karma (Mohanfya),

reaches the 12th stage, and there finally destroys the three remain-

ing destructive Karmas, i.e., knowledge-obscuring, conation-obscur-

ing and obstructive Karmas, by dint of meditation and self-realisa-

tion. Then he enters the 13th stage of Vibratory Omniscient (Sayoga-

Jina), where he is known as Arhat or the Worshipful Lord.

The Worshipful Lord proclaims Truth to the world. When the same

soul or the Worshipful Lord is about to be entirely freed from

Karmas and his vibratory activity has ceased, He is said to have

entered the 14th stage of Non-vibrating omniscient Lord (Ayogi-

Jina). During the very short period of this stage, the soul destroys

the remaining four Non-destructive Karmas, i.e., feeling (Vedaniya),

body-making Karmas (Ndma), family determining (Gotra) and age

(iyu) Karmas, Then the soul is finally free from all the Karmas,

and has accomplished all that was to be accomplished. Such a soul

is known as a Perfect Soul (Siddha). From the above, we note lhat

a soul when it observes and follows the 13th rule of conduct,

remains, either in the condition of an Achfirya, Upfidhyfiya or a

Sfidhd and the attainment of the condition of being an Arhat or a

Siddha is an outcome of the observance of the rules of Right Con-
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duct. The Arhat and the Aeh&rya, Upddhyfiya and Sidhfi are
said to be Mahfin-Atmds (Great souls). All the above five, i.e., the
Arhats, Siddhag, AcMryas, Upddhydyas, and S£dh6sare called the
five supreme Dignitaries (Pancha Parmeshthi). It is only these five

Dignitaries, who are worshipped by the Jainas in general.

fcpzsmimr n^ u

(rtosstopi
ll \s\ u

73. From the practical point of view, (all the previous-
ly mentioned) meditations constitute Right Conduct ; that
(which is known) as Right Conduct from the real point of
view will be described further on.

CHAPTER V.

REPENTANCE (PRATIKRAMANA.)

5RTO|il<!JT ^ I|

^ sr^rm n w \\

»ji3r?«TT-Trf^r srr
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77. I am neither in any of the Soul-quests, nor I am in
any of the Spiritual stages, nor do 1 belong to any of the soul
classes. 1 am neither the doer, nor do I make others do, noram I the approver of the doers.

*5 %^<1 3^Rij I) ||

**** 5f WTTTf^n ^3RrTT || ^5 ||

78. I am neither hellish, nor sub-human, nor human

nor 7o i t
Cel

l
3tU1 C°ndition- 1 Rm n«ther the doer]

doers.

”** * 0t d°’ 001 am 1 tbe aPPro*er of the
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79. I am neither a child, nor young, nor old, nor the

cause of any of them. I am neither the doer, nor do I make
others do, nor am I the approver of the doers.

^ I
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80. I am neither attachment, nor aversion, nor delu-

sion, nor the cause of any of them. 1 am neither the doer,

nor do I make others do, nor am I the approver of the

doers.

»n>5) nr rrrarr nr itfir £tft r? i

^rti nrf| wfkm %?wtN 11c ? it i
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81. I am neither anger, nor pride, nor deceit, nor

greed. I am neither the doer, nor do I mike others do, nor
am I the approver of the doers.

Commentary.

Real Right Conduct is nothing else but self-realisation. All the
modifications and impure thought-activities, which do not belong to
a pure soul arise out of the operation of material Karmas which are
in bondage with a mundane soul. In reality, these are not the
natural aspects of the soul ; hence for attainment of self-realisation
a soul should think of itself again and again as quite free from,
and unconcerned with any one of them. These impure thought-
activities, etc., arise out of karmic matter ; soul is not, in reality
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the doer of any one of them This process of meditation is known

as self-analysis (Bhed Vijnfina) and is indispensable for the practice

of self-realisation.

qwwifa u M

$s7*rsrTvsrr$ I

82. By practising self-analysis, (a soul) becomes equa-

nimous and thus (gains) Right Conduct. In order to fortify

this (conduct) 1 shall speak of repentance, etc.

iftfFty TO3?^3 \

stcqnjj mt | fift ft u w

«TT?1TH *IT S’Tnrm ?TFT 5 H ^ II

83. He, who leaving aside (all) forms of speech, and

getting rid of (impure) thought-activities, such as attachment,

etc., meditates upon his own soul (is said from the real point

of view) to have repentance (Pratikrarmina).

srrer^n? f f^nn 1

1

11 11

84.

He, who avoiding (all sorts of) transgressions

particularly, is observed in self-contemplation is said to have

repentance ; because he himself is the embodiment of repent-

ance.

mmri i prft $w*m i

^ II 5SC u

I'TrRWTOli Riffft farm* 1

* iffam T5*?T ii ex It
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85. He, who avoiding (ail sorts of) disinclination to-

wards conduct, is absorbed in self- conduct, is said to have

repentance, because he himself is the embodiment of repent-

ance.

| I

h jrr?ta«T<PT*ft vftmxnt n u
86. He, who avoiding the wrong path, firmly walks in

the right path of the Conquerors (Jinas; is said to have

repentance because he himself is the embodiment of repent-

ance.

shJGj H§mr# ftj*eir j ur§ ifbsrafr 1

qfewngwsft f% 3r*?i 11 ca 11

h irr?w*<ii*j^?* *r%sr*«TT?* n e® II

87. A saint, who avoiding all thorny thought-activities,

enjoys the modifications of only an unblemished thought-

activity, is said to have repentance
; because he himself is the

embodiment of repentance.

stf ^ snf *

*T*f? 0 sc U
ugra?u^ f%njfFTTjer ^r: srgt i

* zfozWQJW5**
it as It

88. A saint, who avoiding uncontrolled thought-activi-

ties, is absorbed in the three-fold control (of mind, body and
speech), is said to have repentance ; because he himself is the
embodiment of repentance.

wgw
# qftwwi jay fawMUqftg 11 =«. 11
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nwirffts *rr *r i
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89. He, who avoids (both) the thoughts of pain and

ill-will, and entertains righteous and pure thoughts, is said to

have repentance in the aphorisms delivered by the Con-

querors (Jinas).

jsw *rnW i

rr u s.* a

faytric^^R^rRH sfr*& i

snrrfa?rr *rf?t str* n u

90. (Impure) thought- activities, (such as) w.ong belief,

etc., have been experienced before since eternity, by a

mundane soul, (but) pure thought-activities such as right

belief, etc., have never been experienced by this soul.

• ev *\

tf iWwj I

wlx a

fSpRRj&T^R^fT^ c*rrt I

91.

He, who having completely renounced Wrong
Belief, (Wrong) Knowledge and (Wrong) Conduct, medidates
upon Right Belief, (Right) Knowledge and (Right) Conduct
(is said to have) repentance.

awns srm aftf fe*r gfajttu srot i

<t*SI I 3tW3IS?H II E_^ II

3ttot4 wirHi fpjm srfer Jjf^nnr: ^4 i

rr*r
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92.

Soul is a supreme category. Saints absorbed in it
destroy the Karmas ; therefore self-concentration only is the
repentance of the highest order.
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93. A saint absorbed in self-concentration, renounces

all defects. Therefore self-concentration only constitutes the

repentance of all transgressions.

wfagr qftgiwi i
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94. He, who having understood the modes of repentance,

as related in the scriptures known by the name of “Prutikra-

mana Sutra” meditates upon it, is then said to have repent-

ance (from the practical point of view).

Commentary.

In Jaina Scriptures the following six essential duties have been

prescribed for a saint : —

1. Repentance (Pratikramana).

2. Renunciation (Pratyfikhyfina).

3. Praising the Worshipful Lords (Stuti)

4. Obeisance to the Worshipful Lords, (Vandand).

5- Practising of equanimity, (Sfim&yika).

6. Relinquishment of bodily attachment (Kiyotsarga).

From the practical point of view, a saint is said to make repent-

ance, when he recounts his sins and transgressions committed

during the performance of his daily routine, and makes penance for

them in accordance with rules laid down in the scripture called

“ Pratikramana Sutra.” This kind of repentance is of a lower

degree compared to the repentance described in Gathas 83 to 93

from the real point of view. Practical repentance is only a step to

reach the real repentance which consists in directing the pure

thought-activity of soul towards the concentration and realisation

of the pure self. This kind of repentance causes the shedding of
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Karmasin a greater number and quantity than practical repentance,

and has been termed Real repentance. Thus, for a saint, bent upon

attaining liberation, it is essential that he should regard Real re-

pentance as the direct cause of liberation, and should treat practical

repentance only as an auxiliary cause to Real repentance.

CHAPTER VI.

RENUNCIATION (PRATYaKHYaNA.)

srarwij sft wft ^ rTSH II II

mtvrf vt JTrm^^Tsr vkm* 11 r* n

05. He, who having given up all the forms of speech

and having detached himself from (all) future (thought-

activities), good or bad, meditates upon his own soul, (is said)

to have renunciation.

STI# fen? II II
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96. That which is by nature all knowing, all conating,

all powerful and all blissful is “1.” A right knower should
realise himself as such.

ftrwn* ^ ipr^ qr*rr^ i

sm# vmik ws? f^crq; u ^ w

sfrorfo srnfr il n
97. That, which never gives up its own nature and

never assumes any aspect of another’s nature
; hut knows

and perceives all, is ** I,” A right knower should realise him-
self as such.
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98. The soul, which is free from (four kinds of) karmic

bondage by karmas (Prakriti), by duration (sthiti), fruition

intensity (anubhaga) and molecular (Pradesha), is “ I,” (A
right knower) should realise himself as such and should

remain absorbed in that thought-activity only.

mmm ^ ft ^ a a
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99. I renounce attachment and absorb myself in non-

attachment, and the soul only is my support ; I give up all

the rest. (A right knower should realise himself as such.)

srrei % it5*k nn% Jr
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100. Soul only (is) in my knowledge, soul (only) is in

(my) belief and conduct, soul only (is) in (my) renunciation

and soul (only is) in the stoppage of karmas and in pure,

conscious-attentiveness. (A right knower should realise him*

self as such).

qn> ?r sfhrft i
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101. Mundane soul is killed alone, is bora alone, dies

alone and alone becomes perfect after being liberated from

karmas (A right knower should contemplate as such),

ft srrsnft i
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102. My soul is ever one, eternal, and having know-

ledge and conation as (its) differentia. All the other thought-

activities are foreign to me, (because they arise out of soul’s)

connection with other (substances).

ft prftrf i
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103- Whatever wrong conduct is in me, 1 give up with

three fold activity (of body, speech and mind); and practice

equanimity (Samayika) which is all (pure) and formless in

three ways.

ft ftc ^ ^ i
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104. I have equanimity towards all living beings and I
have no ill-feeling towards any of them. Giving up all de-
sires. 1 resort to self-concentration.

5ft u it u
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105. He, who is free from passions, has controlled his

senses and is brave, enterprising and afraid of birth and re-

birth (is said) to practice happy renunciation.

fbsreHipmni n
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106. Thus, the saint who is constantly engaged in dis-

tinguishing between soul and material karmas, can regularly

pursue renunciation with certainty.

Commentary,

Practical Praty4khy4na relates only to the avoidance of those

thought-activities and actions which are likely to arise in a mun-
dane soul in future and cause disturbance in the observance of vows
without transgressions and in the performance of essential duties.

Renunciation (Pratyakhyana) thus signifies a resolution to avoid

particular actions and thought-activities in future. This has been

dealt with in g&th4s 201-106. This kind of renunciation, although a

great check for fresh bondage of evil Karmas, is not by itself pure re-

nunciation. It is only an auxiliary cause to the practice of real re-

nunciation which is self-absorption. In real renunciation, the soul

takes shelter in the pure nature of its own self, and is not allowed to

be obsessed by any other idea which does not relate to itself. In this

kind of renunciation, a saint realises himself to be all knowing, all-

powerful, and all-blissful ; and thinks that there is no distinction

whatsoever between his soul and a perfect and liberated soul.

When ha is thus absorbed in his own self, he himself is really Right

Belief, Right Knowledge, Right Conduct, Right Renunciation, and

pure conscious thought-activity, all personified.

This real renunciation is described in gith4s 95-100. In g4th4

108 the author has referred to the practice of equanimity (S4m4-
yika) in three ways, which are the following

(a

)

Lowest way (Jaghanya). In this stage a saint resorts to

an undisturbed solitude, and calmly and cheerfully
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withdraws all his thought-activities leading to mental

disturbance, and meditates upon practical Right

Belief, Right Knowledge, and Right Conduct. For

illustration, he thinks of the nature of the seven prin-

ciples (tattvas) and twelve kinds of meditation (Bhfi*

vanfi), etc. This way of meditation,serves only as a

stepping stone to the next higher way.

(6) Middle way (Madhyama). In this stage, the saint with-

draws his thought-activities from all the external

objects, and is mainly concerned with different aspects

and attributes of soul itself. It is a kind of medita-

tion only, and a stopping stone to the highest way.

(c) Highest way (Uttama). In this stage the saint with-
draws his thought-activities from all sorts of waver-
ing contemplations about soul, and becomes entirely

and steadfastly absorbed in his own self. It is self-

realisation and in this condition he enjoys true peace
and happiness. It is pure thought-activity, without
any sort of attachment or aversion, and so causes shed-
ding off of past karmas in a large quantity. It is

real equanimity and it alone is real renuncia-
tion.

CHAPTER VII.

CONFESSION (aLOCHANa).

I

siwun wwrorabiw u »

nt ’SNmrrf
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107. A saint, who meditates upon soul as free from
quasi-karmic matter (No-Karma), and karmic matter, and
devoid ot non-natural attributes and modifications, (is said)
to have ‘ confession ’ (Alochana.)

Ik II
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*rgfi«rfaf qrrawrer^rcr II \** w

108. Nature of confession is, here, said to be of four

kinds in the scriptures, (a) confession (Aiochana), (b) eradica-

tion (Alunchhana), (c) non-deformity (avikritikarana), and
(d) purity of thoughts (Bh;iva shuddhi).

3ft TOrft sr*rnjj 1

*n ^^tirmcmsr *r*r?rr* sre«in*r l

tsTT^rtf^ II li

109. Know him, who, having fixed his thought activity

in equanimity, realises his soul, as observing (the practice of)

confession (Alochana.) Such is the teaching of the supreme
Conquerors.

HTfrcTTt srowft 11 \ \* 11

srr^^rfa/?* II II

110. Independent and equanimous thought-activity of

one’s own soul, capable of extirpating the root of the tree of

karmas, is said to be “ the eradication” (Alunchhana).

ft ftunW n w \ 11
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111. He, who realises his soul as free from karmas and

as an abode of pure attributes, obtains non-deformity (avik-

rati karana) in equanimity.

n
II U II
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112. Freedom of thought-activity from lust, pride,

deceit, and greed, etc., is purity of thought (Bhdva shuddhi.)

So has been preached to the deserving souls by the perceive**

of universe and non-universe.

Commentary.

This chapter confession (Alochanfi), has been dealt with from

the real point of view only.

Confession (Alochanfi) from the practical point of view means

full and voluntary acknowledgment of one’s own faults and trans-

gressions to the Head of the order of saints. It is noi. pure, but

good thought-activity. It is only an auxiliary cause to the real con-

fession. It can not destroy karmas in as great a number and quan-

tity as the real and pure confession does. Realisation of one’s own
soul, as quite free from all foreign and impure thought-activities, is

the real confession. In this condition, all the four kinds of confession

as given in gfithd 108, are observed simultaneously. Withdrawal

of thought-activity from a fault or defect, which a saint has to

acknowledge before the Head of the order, is the real confession,

(Alochanfi) ; and it exists when he is absorbed in his own pureself.

At the same time, his pure thought-activity causes the shedding off,

of karmas, which were bound to his soul, on account of thedefects

of transgression, which he has to acknowledge, before the Head of
the order, and of other karmas previously accumulated. This
process is known as the eradication of the karmas (Alunchhana). In
the condition of self-absorption, it is self-evident, that there can be
no attachment or aversion of any kind in the mind of a saint, which
may mar the natural beauty of his soul. That is, why, it is said
that real confession includes non deformity, (Avikriti Karaga).

Again it is quite apparent that in self-realisation, soul is prac-
tically free from passions and desires, such as lust, pride, anger,
etc. So purity of thought (Bhfiva Shuddhi) also exists aimultane^
ously with the other three in real confession. The main object of
the author is clearly to emphasise that a saint should not rest con-
tent, only, with practical confession, but if he wants to make any
real spiritual progress, he should practice real confession ; whichonly
is the cause of liberation from karmic bondage.
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CHAPTER VIII.

EXPIATION (PRAYASHCHITTA).

. tti 1 1 : i ttuit: iXxcuiLuuj [iftLKL 1

1
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113- Thought-activity of observing (five) vows, (five

kinds of) carefulness, character and self-control ; or attentive-

ness to the restraint of senses, is expiation (Prdsyashchitta).

It should be practised constantly.

II \U II
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114. Being engaged, in the contemplation of destroy-

ing (or subsiding), etc., one’s own (impure) thought-activities,

anger, etc., as well as, meditation upon the attributes of one’s

own soul, is said to be expiation from the real point of view.
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115. (A saint) verily, conquers the four kinds of pas-

sions (thus), anger with forgiveness, pride with self humi-

lity, deceit with straightforwardness, and greed with con-

tentment.

Ttastw vtfi eesv *r*uiiiw# ftw wifM i% ew iim n
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116. A saint who is constantly absorbed in the supreme

knowledge, comprehension or conciousness of his own soul,

(is said to) have expiation.
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117. What more need be said, know the complete

observance of the best austerities by great saints to be expi-

ation alone. It is the cause of destruction of various karmas

(in larger number and quantity).

srrqf^m ^ n u? ii
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118. Group of meritorious and demeritorious karmic

molecules accumulated (by u soul), during its infinite (num-
ber of previous) lives, is destroyed by the observance of

austerities; so (practising) austerities (is) expiation.

rRSfT ^ ST# 11 U5.lt
WTOR^<n*TRsr-*rT# 3 *rlr*rnTtif#Tnr»* i
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119. A soul, with the thought-activity of being under
the shelter of its own (true) nature, is capable of renouncing
all (other foreign) thought-activities. So self-concentration
is the complete (expiation).
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120. He, who avoiding good and bad forms of speech,

and being free from (impure) thought-activities, such as

attachment, etc., meditates upon his own soul, (is said), as a

matter of fact, to observe the rule (of expiation).

ftntvrr# 1

<T*H^ 3ft IIHUI
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121. He, who discarding the idea of the durability of

other objects, such as body, etc,, meditates upon his own
soul, with concentrated mind (is said) to have a “withdrawal

of attachment from body” (Kayostsarga). (it is also expia-

tion).

Commentary.

Though a saint generally tries his best to observe his vows and

follow his daily routine regularly and cautiously ; still, it, some-

times, happens that on account of the operation of some conduct-

deluding karmas, his thoughts and actions fall short of the requisite

standard. Thus a slight defect or flaw appears in the observance

of his saintly conduct and on account of this, demeritorious karmas
are bourn? to his soul, *n order to counter-balance or reduce the

effect of these karmas, so bound, he is required to resort to the prac-

tice of expiation.

The word Prfiyashchitta means purification of one’s soul from
sins committed. A saint, whenever any transgression is commit-

ted by him, goes to the head of his order and frankly acknowledges

his faults before him, and whatever punishment is proposed by him
by way of atonement, he gladly accepts and complies with the orders

with proper care and caution. This is called practical expiation.
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After all, though it is good, yet it is not quitepure thought-activity.

As pure thought- activity alone is the cause of shedding off of

karmas in large number and quantity, hence purity of thought-

activity only is the real expiation.

Passions are the main causes of karmic bondage. As long as a

saint is even slightly inclined towards any passion, be is sure to

commit sin. Therefore, it is necessary for him to conquer anger

with forgiveness, pride with humility, deceit with straightfarward-

ness, and greed with contentment. Having thus subdued the pas-

sions, he should meditate upon the real attributes of his own self

and try to realise his real nature. When he is thus absorbed in his

self, without any sort of attachment or aversion, and free from all

sorts of activities of mind, body, and speech, he is only then

possessed of quite pure thought-activity. It is the stage of self

concentration, which is the best of all austerities. This is the only

real expiation.

CHAPTER IX.

SUPREME EQUANIMITY (PARAMA SAMaDHI).

222. He, who giving up the movement of uttering

words, realises his self, with non-attached thought activity,

(is said to have supreme equanimity (parama sam&dhi).

wiropnwr ii w ii

123. He, who while observing self-control, vows and

austerities, realises his self through righteous concentration

(Dharma-Dhydna) and pure concentration (Shukla Dhyina)

(is said) to have supreme equanimity.
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124. What is the good of residing in forest, mortifica-

tion of body, observance of various fasts, study of scriptures,

and keeping silence, etc., to a saint, who is devoid of equani-

mity.
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125. He, who is detached from all injurious actions,

observes threefold control (of body, mind and speech) and

restrains his senses, (is said to have) steadfast equanimity

according to the preaching of the omniscient.

sfl wit
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126. He, who is evenly disposed towards all living

beings, mobile and immobile, (is said to have) steadfast

equanimity, according to the preaching of the omniscient.

suss 3T*?t #srfc t
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127. He, who is drawn close to his Soul during the

observance of self-control, vows and austerities (is said to
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have) steadfast equanimity according to the preaching of the

omniscient.

wr qmrpi Slf u Ud u
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128. He, in whom attachment and aversion do not

create any disturbance, (is said to have) steadfast equani-

mity, according to the preaching of the omniscient.
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129. He, who always refrains from painful (Arta) and

wicked (Raudra) concentrations (is said to have) steadfast

equanimity, according to the preaching of the omniscient.

<TTW^vnW I
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130. He, who always refrains from meritorious and
demeritorious thought-activities (is said to have) steadfast

equanimity, according to the preaching of the omniscient.

srf ii \ \\ u
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131. He, who always refrains from risibility, indulg-
ence, sorrow, and ennui (is said to have) steadfast equanimity
according to the preaching of the omniscient.
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132. He, Who always refrains from disgust, fear, sexu-

al-inclination, etc., (is said to have) steadfast equanimity, ac-

cording to the preaching of the omniscient,

| wf ?wf i
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133- He, who always practises concentration righteous

or pure (is said to have) steadfast equanimity, according to

the preaching of the omniscient.

Commentary.

All self-control, vows and austerities, etc., are Observed and
practised chiefly with the object of developing the quality of

supreme equanimity.

We find that all living beings in 'the universe are not alike

;

and they exist in different forms and conditions of life, according

to the various operations of their respective karmas. When worldly

people engaged in different pursuits, deal with each other or other

living beings, they generally act as their individual and personal

interests guide them. A person is attached to those objects,

whether animate or inanimate, which appear to him to be agree*

able to his senses and mind, and he takes special care to preserve

them. He is aversely inclined towards those objects which in any

way hamper his enjoyment of sensual pleasures. Persons, who help

him in carrying out his designs, are looked upon by him, as his

friends even to such an-extent, that he identifies his interests with

theirs. Those, who oppose him, are considered as enemies and at

times to such an extent that he attempts to remove them.
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When a person looks upon other living beings from the real

stand-point, he sees that as far as their pure nature and attributes

are concerned they all are Perfect and Liberated Souls, and then he

has no attachment for some and aversion to others. His thought-

activities then remain perfectly even and tranquil.

A saint, working for the liberation of his soul, always tries not

to be disturbed by any worldly objects animate or inanimate.

CHAPTER X,

SUPREME DEVOTION (PARAMA BHAKTI).

fWf at# mroft i
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134. A saint or a layman, who entertains devotion for

right belief, right knowledge and right conduct (is said) to

have devotion leading to liberation. This has been said by

the conquerors.

I
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135. He, who knowing the various attributes of the

Liberated Soul entertains supreme devotion for them, is from
practical point of view, said (to have devotion).

1 f^qrr<7rcrr u %\$ u
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136. A saint, who keeping himself on the path of
liberation entertains devotion leading to liberation, realises
his soul, through it, as full of independent attributes.
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137.

A saint, who having renouuced attachment, etc.,

is absorbed in himself, (is said) to have devotion for medita-

tion. Who else can have such meditation ?

«fhw dt | f5i% *TTf i
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138. A saint, who having got rid of all foreign thought-

activities, is absorbed in himself, (is said) to have devotion

for meditation. Who else can have such meditation ?

I
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139. Natural thought-activity (of a saint) who, having

given up perverse motive, contemplates upon the principles,

enunciated by the Conquerors, is meditation,

I
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140. The greatest Conquerors, Rishabha and others

being thus absorbed in supreme devotion for self meditation

have attained the perfect bliss of liberation
; therefore prac-

tice supreme devotion for self-meditation.
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Commentary.

Devotion includes prai sing (stuti) of and obeisance (Bandana)

to the Worshipful Lords, the two out of the six essential daily

duties of a saint- Devotion Bhould always be free from any per-

verse motive, i.e., one should not expect any worldly gain as a fruit

of dovotion; rather he should look upon it only as a means to the

purification of thought-activities, which lead to self-realisation and

liberation.

It is necessary that one should first acquaint himself fully with'

the various attributes of those, whom he worships and then con-

stantly meditate upon them. This kind of devotion is not pure and

real devotion; it is only a righteous thought-activity and serves

only as an auxilliary cause to the practice of real and supreme

devotion.

In practising real devotion, one has to renounce all foreign and

impure thought-activities, such as, attachment, aversion, etc., and

keeping the real nature of the principles enunciated by the Con-

querors, in his mind, as bases of contemplation is absorbed in one-’B

own pure self, with the motive of attaining liberation.

CHAPTER XL
REAL INDEPENDENCE (NISHCHAYA aVASHYAKA),

*5 5 wijft wrrci

»
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ftfftrarA fr% II W it

141. He, who does not depend upon others, is said to

perform independent action. (This action itself) is capable
of destroying kartnas, and, so, it has been described as the
path of liberation.

nj ft srtessr t
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142.

He, who does not depend (upon others) is called

avasha (Independent). The action ol an Avasha should be

known to be Avashyaka (Independent action). This is the

reason, the way and the (Ideal, i.e.,) liberation from material

bodies. It is the derivation (Nirukti) (of the word dvash-

yaka).

3Tt HI HR# HCUpTHT WggHTtq I
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n
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143.

A saint, who engages himself in evil thought-

activities, and depends upon other (objects), does not therefore

possess the distinctive feature of Independent Action.

^ *sr§ i
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144.

A saint who engages himself in good thought-

activities, also depends upon other (objects) and therefore,

his action (too) does not possess the feature of independ-

ence.

M fg?f srofrofr i
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145.

Even he, who meditates upon the attributes and

the modifications of substances, is not independent, such has

been said by the saints, who are free from the darkness of

delusion.
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146. He, who having given up foreign thought activi-

ties realises his soul as full of pure attributes, depends upon

himself alone. His action only is said to be Independent

Action.

srrara srf fjgft t
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147- If you want independence, fix your steadfast

thought-activities in (the realisation of) your own soul’s

nature
;

it is only through this, that the quality of equani-

mity (Sdrnayika) can be fully developed in a soul.

frit I
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148. A saint, who is devoid of independence, falls off

the Right conduct. Therefore, should one pursue indepen-
dence in proper order as said before.

II us. II
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149. A saint occupied with independent actions,

(called), “internal Soul” (Antar-dtmd), while he, who
devoid of independent action is (known as) “ External Soul"

(Bahiritma).

^t^tt i

m n n
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160. He, who devotes himself only to the uttering or

muttering of words is called the Bahiratm4 (External Soul) ;

but he, who does not restrict himself only to the uttering of

words, is said to be the Antardtmd (Internal Soul.)

aft sftfanqr i

si%ran 5ft fftindHfc 11 m 11
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151. He, who is absorbed in righteous and pure con-

centrations, is the Antardtmi ; while a saint, who is devoid of

such concentration, would be known as the Bahir&tmi.
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152. That saint, alone, who following the real Right-

Conduct (occupies himself) in his (essential) duties, such as

(real) repentance, etc., remains steadfast in the observance of

the passionless conduct, (Vitardga Charitra).

tows? ftprft m 1
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163. Doing repentance by mere words* practising re*

nunciation and observing vows, only by recitation and making

confession by speech alone, should all be known as included

in the study of scriptures (Svddhydya).

aift qaft 53$ % qftwraiff vfra *ETOR*m. i
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164. If you have the capacity of practising repentance,

etc., in the form of self-concentration, then do practice as

such ; and if you are not capable of doing it, then you should

have at least, firm belief in that.

tgnsrnfaT mmiiwi 3^ sr*fh
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156. There are various kinds of (mundane) souls, kar-

mic bondages are of multifarious varieties, and Labdhis

(Acquisitions of knowledge, etc.,) are of different kinds. There-

fore, one should avoid entering into (mere) verbal contro-

versies with one’s own co-religionists or those professing

other faith.

svs wj 1
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150. Just as a person getting hold of some treasure,

enjoys its fruits in his own native plaee ; similarly a right

knower giving up the groups of all foreign objects, enjoys the

treasure of self-knowledge.

Sjrafljfar t# uhww v vrasg i
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157. All ancient great men, by having thus practised

(Avashyaka-Independent Action) and passing through the

spiritual stages of “ Perfect vow” (Apramatta Virata), etc.,

have become Omniscients,

srofe TOrft Rtrefa? gp?qng u n
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158. It is, from the practical point of view only, that

the Omniscient Lord, perceives and knows all ; from the real

stand-point, the Omniscient perceives and knows his own
soul only.

Commentary.

In the Commentary under Chpter V, it has been explained that

there are six essential daily duties, prescribed for a saint. They

are called the “Shat&vaahyaka Karma” of a saint. In this treatise

the Learned Author, has mainly dealt with these duties from the

real point of view.

Vide Ch. V for Pratikamana*

„ Ch. VI for Pratyikhyfina.

„ Ch. IX for S4m4yika.

„ Ch. VIII for K&yotsarga.

The word Avaahyake, which included the six essential duties

detailed in Chapters V, VI, VII, IX, X has in this Chapter been
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used in its etymological sense. The word Avashyaka has been

derived from Avasha which means independent, thus the action

of an independent saint is called an Avashyaka karma, or independ-

ent action.

A really true and independent saint must refrain from all goodl

and bad thought-activities. At the Bame time it iB necessary for

him not to engage himself in the flickering thought-activities con-

cerning various attributes and modifications of all thesix substances

(Dravyas). He should devote his whole attention to the realisation

of the pure nature of his Own Self. It is only in this condition of

self-absorption, that a saint is said to perform Avashyaka Karma
(Independent Action).

If a saint or a layman merely observes his respective duties and

vows, without having self-absorption as his real aim, he falls far

short of the standard and cannot be called the real follower of the

path of the Conquerors. He is known as a Bahir-AtmS or External

Soul, while a saint or a layman who believes in this Avashyaka
Karma of self-absorption and tries to work up to that, and does not

restrict himself merely to the observance of external formalities, is

called an Antar-Atmfi , Internal Soul.

The seeker after truth should first scrutinise minutely
and carefully the principles laid down in the Scriptures by
the Conquerors, and being convinced of their truth, he should
follow them calmly and peacefully, and should avoid all verbal
wrangles or controversies with his own co-religionists as well as
with those professing other faiths. Seekers after liberation
Bhould thus follow in the footsteps of their ancient great spiritual
Leaders, who by practising Avashyaka or independence have attain-
ed Nirvana.

CHAPTER XII.

PURE CONSCIOUSNESS (SHUDDHA UPAYOGA.)

upjf ^ RfT I
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159. Just as light and heat exist simultaneously in the

sun, so it should be known that conation (Darsbana) and

Knowledge(Jndna) exist simultaneously in an Omniscient soul.

<cd ’redrew fcfe i
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160. If any one argues that really knowledge illumi-

nates other objects only, conation illuminates soul only, and

the soul illuminates itself and other objects
;
(continued).
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161. If knowledge illuminates others only, then it

means that conation (which is said to know soul only) is

different from knowledge ; thus it is said that conation has no

concern with other objects,

wwrcft wcfor ftmt i
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182. (If) soul illuminates other (objects only), then

conation would be separate from soul, because, it has been

said, that conation has no concern with other objects.
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183. From tbe practical point of view, (just as) know-

ledge illuminates otber (objects), so does conation. From
practical standpoint (just as) soul illuminates other objects,

so does conation (also).
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1 84- From the real point of view, (just as) knowledge
illuminates the self (only), so does conation. From the real
standpoint (just as) soul illuminates the self (only), so does
conation (also).
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165. (From the real point of view), omniscient Lord
realises the nature of the self only, but not the universe and
the Non-universe. If one argues like that, what blame can
be laid upon him 1
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168. That knowledge, only, which knows material and
immaterial, conscious and non-conscious, the self and all
(other) substances, (is known) as direct and beyond the cog-
nisance of the senses.

*
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187. He who does not conate all the aforesaid sub-

stances together with their various attributes and modifica-

tions simultaneously ; (is said) to have indirect conation.
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168. (From the practical point of view) an omniscient

Lord knows the Universe and the Non-universe ; but not the

soul. If any one argues like that, what blame can be laid

upon him ?
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160. Knowing is the innate nature of a soul ; therefore

a soul (always) knows the self. (If knowledge) does not

know the soul ; (then it means) that (knowledge) is separate

from the soul.
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170. Knowledge can not exist without soul, nor can a

soul be without knowledge ; there can be no doubt in this.

Therefore just as knowledge illuminates the self and other

(objects), so does conation (also).
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171. An omniscient does not know or conate by volun-

tary exertion it is, why he is all-knowing and has thus been

said to be free from (fresh karmic) bondage,
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172-73. Speech arising from thought-activity, is the

cause of bondage in a mundane soul
; while speech independ-

ent of though t-activity cannot cause any bondage in the all-

knowing (soul).

Words uttered voluntarily do cause bondage in a mun-
dane soul ; while involuntary flow of speech does not cause

any bondage in an all-knowing soul.
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174. An omniscient does not stand, sit and walk volun-

tarily therefore there is no (fresh karmic) bondage. (Bond-

age occurs only in that soul), which is, operated upon by the

deluding karmas and is after some object of senses.
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175. No sooner the age karma terminates, than all the

remaining karmas also are destroyed. Then immediately

(the soul thus freed) goes to the topmost of the universe in

one single instant only.
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170. (A perfect soul is really) free from birth, old age

and death. (It is) pure, supreme and devoid of the eight

karmas. It possesses the four-fold nature of being all-knowing

etc., (i e., all coasting, all blissful and all powerful), (and is)

indivisible, indestructible and inexhaustible.
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177. (A perfect soul is really) free from obstructions.

Independent of the senses, unparallelled, liberated from meri-

torious and demeritorious karmas. (Again it is) free from

rebirths and is eternal, non-transient and independent.
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178. Where there is neither pain, nor pleasure, nor

annoyance, nor any obstruction, nor death nor birtn, there

only is Nirvana (Liberation).
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179. Where there are neither senses, nor is there any

calamity, nor delusion, nor astonishment, nor sleep, nor desire,

nor hunger ; there only is Nirv&na.
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180. Where there are neither any karmas, nor quasi-

karmas, nor is there any anxiety, nor painful or wicked con-

centration, nor righteous or pure concentration, there only is

Nirv&na.
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181. (In the state of Nirvana) are found Perfect Know-

ledge, Perfect Bliss, Perfect Power, Perfect Perception, im-

materiality, Isness. (Astitva), spatialty (Pradeshatva) and

formlessness (Aaaurtatva).
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182. Nirvana means the Siddha (the Liberated), and

the Siddha means Nirvana ; such has been said (by the Con-

querors). A soul, liberated from karmas, goes up to the top-

most of the Universe.
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183. Movements of souls and matter should be known

as co-extensive with the medium of motion (Dharmdstikdya).

They can not go further, because there is no medium of

motion.
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184. Niyama (the path of Liberation) and the fruit of

that Niyama (i.e., supreme Liberation) have been described
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(by me), on being prompted by Devotion for Scriptures,

(Pravachana Bhakti). If there are any inconsistencies (in

the description), the scholars should remove them and make
(this treatise) complete.
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185. If any (persons) find fault with this lovely path

(of liberation), simply through malice, then (O disciple) on

hearing their words, do not be lacking in devotion to 'he path

of the Conquerors.
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1 88. Having understood the teaching of the Conquerors

which are free from inconsistencies, I have composed this

treatise styled as “ Niyamsara,” with the main object of a

self-meditation.

Commentary.

A perfect-liberated soul is absolutely free from all sorts of im-
purties and it shines forth in its true nature, even when a soul is in

the position of an Arhat, though it is still in bondage with the four
non-destructive (Aghfitiya) karmas: but it is free from all the four
destructive karmas, which obscured its real attributes. As long as
the non-destructive karmas are not exhausted, the soul of the Lewd
Arhat remains in a highly refined physical body (Parama-audfirika
sharira). The Omniscient Lords, being possessed of vibratory
activities, move about and preach Truth to the world.

Both the Siddhas and the Arhata are possessed ofpure conscious

attentiveness (Shuddha Upyoga), which includes both perfect cona-
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tion and perfect knowledge. On account of the total destruction of
the knowledge-obscuring and conation-obscuring karmas; both

knowledge and conation exist and work simultaneously, just as
light and beat exist in the sun and work simultaneously. In the
case of souls, who have not attained omniscience, conation precedes

knowledge ; both do not work simultaneously. Natural knowledge
and natural conation, as described in Gathas 11 and 13 respectively,

are the innate attributes of a soul ; in other words they are the

perfect knowledge and perfect conation, as found existing and
working simultaneously in theomniscients.

In the pure and perfect conation and knowledge of the omni-

scients, all knowable objects are reflected, without any effort,

whatsoever, on the part of the omniscient souls. Thus when
it is said, that from the real point of view, the omniscient soul

knows the self only, it means that the soul knows the self together

with the reflection of all the objects in the Universe and Non-uni-

verse simultaneously. It is only a mode of expression to say, that

from the real stand-point, the omniseients know the self alone. As
practical point of view deals with a substance, having regard to its

relation with other substances ; wherefore it is also quite true to

say that from the practical point of view, the omniseients know all.

It is merely another mode of expression. All includes the self as

well. Thus from whatever point of view, we consider, we arrive

at the conclusion that an omniscient soul knows the self and all

other substances simultaneously.

Soul is a substance, and knowledge and conation are its two

innate attributes. Substance is nothing else but another name
given to the sum total of its attributes and modifications. A subs-

tance cannot function independently ; whatever is done by it, is

done solely by virtue of its attributes and modifications.

When one says that soul conates and knows the self and all

other substances, it has to be admitted that perfect conation and

perfect knowledge also conate and know the self and all other subs-

tances at the same time.

Every luminous substance illuminates both itself and all other

objects within its range. Conation and knowledge illuminate both

themselves and all other objects.

If knowledge be assumed as not knowing the soul, then ft will

never be possible for any one to know the soul and it will be sheer

nonsense to talk of soul, self-knowledge, self-realisation and seif*
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concentration. In other words, path to liberation and liberation

itself will become quite meaningless.

In Gatha 171. it has been laid down that neither knowledge can

exist without soul nor can there be a soul without knowledge. It

is so ; because knowledge being the attribute of the soul, it can

never exist independently. If it is said that knowledge does not

know the self, then it means that it is quite separate from soul,

which it is not. Therefore knowledge knows both the soul as well

as all other objects.

It is a well known principle of Jainism that delusion, attach*

ment and aversion, etc., are the main causes of karmic bondage with

the soul. The Omniscient Lord having already destroyed the delud-

ing karma (Mohaniya), it is entirely impossible that any impure

thought-activity such as desire, etc., should arise in Him. Owing

to the destruction of the knowledge-and-conation-obscuring karma,

and attainment of perfect knowledge and conation, every knowable

object is automatically revealed to Him, and nothing remains which

he may desire to know. The action of a vibratory omniscient,

(Sayoga Kevali), in moving about, and preaching Truth, etc., are

not volitional ; they are due to the operation of the remaining four

non-destructive karmas. They are in a way like the reflex actions

of the nervous system.

When the Lord Arhat, on the termination of His age karma

destroys all the remaining karmas, he is absolutely liberated from

all the material bodies, fine or gross. He is pure, perfect independ-

ent, free from rebirth, all blissful, has accomplished all that was
to be accomplished, and as such, ascends directly upwards by force

of nature and there abides at the summit of the Universe. He is

then called a Slddha (a perfect liberated soul). This condition of

a Siddha is known as Nirvfina. The word Nlrv&sa according to the

Jaina doctrine means extinguishment of all foreign thought-acti-

vities, desire, attachment, aversion, etc., and the attainment of the

soul's own pure individuality together with all its pure and natural

attributes and modifications.




